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CH.t\PTER I

IlIT .OODUCTIOH OF THE GRAND JURY SYSTEM IN VIRGINIA
I.

EUGLAIID-ORIGIN OF THE GRAND JURY

Although tho history of the grand jury system has not been
traced all the way back to its origin, historlnns in this field generally feel that it was begun 1n England during the Middle Ages1 or perhaps even earlier. Sme historians have traced it to the reigns of
Ethelred and Richard the First.

2

others aa1 that trials progressed from

trial b1 ordeal. to trial by battle, and then to jurors before the time

of Edward III.3 But since records are so insufficient, and often nonexistent tor this period1 it is impossible to state with conviction the
exact date of the origin ot the 57stcm.
However, it is known that justices in England duril'l8 the Middle
Ages

could not pay regular and frequent visits to all parts of the dis-

tricts under their jurisdiction. A more or less sparsely populated area
did not justify the added expense of a pemanent justice for the area.
In addition to undue expense, good manpower would have been wasted.
l

W1JJ1am Forsyth, HistoB'!

crort and Co., 1875) 1 pp.l7ti-l •

2f .!!:!!! ~ ~

(New Yorks James Cock-

2

Daniel Davi.8 1 Precedents ot IndictmentsJ to which is prefixed !.
Concise Treatise upBa the Office and Dut{ of Gran1'"9Jurors Woston:

Carter, Herrlee, and

3

EC'Ock1 1831),pp. -2.

Francis x. Busch, Law and Tactics in ~ Trials (Indianapoliss
Bobbs-Merrill Co., Inc., i949);pp. 10-12.-

2

Since the justices were not necessarily warranted, some sort or system
had to be devised to meet the somewhat limited needs of the counties and
The grand jury system was found to be the answer.

smaller areas.

Justices traveled about paying periodic visits to each area under
their jurisdiction, and in order to ward off excessive lawlessness during their absences, they

public watchdog.

began appointing knights to serve as a sort of

Twelve or the z:iost upstanding lmights in each county

was to become the usual number selected.

These knights were charged to

inquire about cri.J!les committed within their hundreds, and to present

offenders of all lavs to the justices at a later date.

This is probably

where the origin of the grand jury syatE!I\1 took place. 4

These early grand juries served in tvo capacities. Thay could
conduct their own investigations, an obvious police tunctionJ and they
could also decide whether or not to present a suspect !or a later
trial, an obvious judicial !'unction.

Evidence gained through grand jury

investigations was carefully considered by the grand jury.

I! enough

evidence was show to convince the grand jury of a suspect' a probable

guilt, its duty vas to present all such suspects to the local justice
when he made his appeararx:e at the local court date.

The grand juey

served the very important role of public accuser, a position not to be
held lightly.

From its inception the grand jury syatm held a eomewhat curious
combination

or

powers. There were powers similar to those

4rorsyt;h,

~·

cit., pp. 178-186.

or a

policeman

3

or sherit£, but at the same time no power to make arrests. In addition

to acting the role

or a

policeman in investigating a suspect, the grand

jury also served as a prel.1Jrl.nar;r judge, able to set free or hold a suspect for future trial. Indeed this must have been considered an important position!
No pay was authorised for those serving on grand juries.

However,

this is not odd since the system was begun due to the lack or funds to
operate in small areas. This in itself .would be a limiting factor in
· the selection of grand jurors, for only the more wealthy members ot a
community could serve.

Since they were also the most poweri\11 in a

majority o:t: the cases, this probably worked to the advantage of the system.

Perhaps this is why the system worked so well.

worthwhile, and even i'ound its way into modern times.
a worthy system, otherwise it would
n.

ha~e

It must have been

been done away with.

EARLY VIRGINIA ACTS CONCERNING GRAlm JURIES

First~~

Virginia. It seems to be quite apparent that this

method of bringing lawbreakers to justice
subjects~

It proved itself

wa.:1

approved by the King• s

for the system was brought to America and used extensively.

Many changes wre wrought, but the system was pretty much the same in
both England and tho New World.

Perhaps a little more informality was

exhibited 1n the Virginia system, but it worked just the same. The system was adjusted to the ditferent situation confronting it in a wilder-

ness, or at least a less civilized environment.
.found wanting, but

In many cases it was

it was fated to survive because or the need for it,

4
if not its merit.
The grand jury system had proven to be one of the moat venerable
institutions 0£ the English law.

Although King James' instructions

ot

1608 make no speoi!ic·mention of it, and though there is no definite
indication that a grand jury was called in Virginia during the Company
period, or tor a rmmber of' years thereafter, it appears naturally and
almost as a matter

or

course by 16Ll.. 5

1645-Providad .£2!

2z ~.

However, the grand jury oystem was

not provided for by lau until Nover.tber,

1645. At this time a law was

passed by the Virginia Assembly which ofi'icially recognized i1Di brought
into being the Virgini.a grand jury system. With the passing ot this act
grand jurors took their places alongside church wardons in acting the
role of public accuser.

The

1645

a.ct provided for empanelling a grand

jury in the county courts at midswnmer and March courts.

They nerc "to

attend the said courts 1 to receive all presentments and informs.tion, and

to inquire of the breach of all penal lmra and other crimes and misde-

meanors not touching life or member, and to present the same to the

courts."

6

1657. By an act passed in March, 1657, a grand jury vas to be

5Art.hur P. Scott, Crim1nal Law in Colonial Virginin (Chicagos The
University

6

or ChictJgo

Press,

1930);-'P.07.
.

Wi~ Waller Hening, The Statutes at ~e; !3e?Pf a Collection
or all the Laws of V~inia Fromthe First Ses~n.on of the Cgislature in
the Year 16!"9 (PIC'hmo4 : 1'xarlkE"'lttess, 1Bl9-i82j);-r;-Jo4.
-

empanelled by all county courts, and not just March and midsummer courts.
The need for adtlitional erar.d juries was beine f'olt. 1
1658-P.epeaJ.

~&rand~~·

However, these early grand

juries apparently .railed to function as well as th6ir advocates hoped

they would, tor by an act or March, 1658 1 the above acts were repealed.

Tlrl.e act stated in part., "Whereas the acto for juryes of inquiry • • •
have not produced such success as was expected for detection of offenses

••• It is enacted, That both the said acts be repealed•• •"

8

By 1658 the systm had failed. Before discussing 'Why this failure
occurred and why the system was begun again, it seems appropriate to
discuss s001e or the features or this early system 118 provided by law and
custom.
III.
Cuat.cx:i.

.CtPvRl'AiIT FF..ATURE.5 OF EARLY snrrra

Since 'the early laws concerning grand juries, which were

just aentioned 1 only provided for the grand jury and in doing so placed
practically no formal regulations upon this body, we rust seek to

clarify its authority and purpose.

The purpose seems clear, sir.lply to

present lawbreakers who were going undetectedJ but where were the regulations concerning quall!ications, how the 1ndividunl grand juror vas to

be selected, how the grand jlll'1 was to conduct its business?

7Ibid. ' p. 463.
8~., p. 521.

These and

6
many similar questions come to mind.

The laws £ailed to mention these

questions which seem. to be Ve?'11mPorta.nt, and 1nde$d are quite impor-

tant. How was a county court to go about selecting its grand jury?
To answer this question, an important assumption :must be made.
At the same time another question can be answered:

why did tho Assemb'.cy

fail to provide these l.'Ules and regulations which aeem necessary to

insure an honest, impartial grand jury? At first the lack of' these
rules seems to be a glaring oversight on the part of the Assembly.

This

might well be true, but perhaps it seemed less important to set them
down into the lavr at that time than it seems today.

After all most ot

these Assemblymen ware new at this la.wma.king business.

Perhaps it

seemed less important to them to set down rules and regulationB that
were concerned. with what was more or less common knowledge. Since most

ot these settlers had came from England, it would seem natural to assume
that they would bo .familiar with the grand jury system and thererore,

would not need these formal rules. Hence, the simple laws concerning
these bodies were probably quite sufficient for contemporary Virginians.
The .first question,

its gram

juey1

how

was a county court to go about

selecti~

can aJ.so be ans'trered in similar .fashion. The early Vir-

ginia justices were probabl;r quite familiar with the system and there-

fore, needed no rules and regulations.

They were quite capable o:t

seeing that the laws were carried out, and that the grand juries operated as they were intended. However, this brings up another question,
.

why

did they not

.
do

.

this? This question will be answered later. How-

ever, it might be well to mention at this point that the justices were

1
the most likely cause ot the early failure, for they railed to insure
that the system was run properly. As a result, it failed.
Duties

2..£ grand~·

At this point it might serve well to sum-

marize the most important duties of these early grand juries.
by no means tcyine juries, but inquiring jurios.

They were

At this early date

their duties greatly resembled that of a peace officer in t..11a.t they were
charged to inveatigate crimes and present offenders to the court.

This

has remained until the present day.
An individual grtuld juror could not make an arrost 1 nor could he

enter a person 1s house or step upon his land without a lrarrant.

No

epeci.fic crime had to be directed to his attention, for any crime which
ca.'lle to his knowledge could be investigated.

A proola."nation is sued b,-

Governor Nicholson of Virginia, although issued at the turn of the century, renects the view taken of the duty or grand jurors at this early
In a proclamation issued on December 19, 1699, he charged that

period.

a long list of laws be enforced and then listed those he m..--pected to

enforce them, "Commanders in Chief of the Militia, Justices of the Peace
Shirif'ts Constables and other officers and all Church Ward.ens and Grand
9
Jury men • • •" From this it seems evident that grand jurors were considered to be a sort. of policeman.
A verdict of guilty or not guilty was not expected of them nor

9

H. R. Mcilwaine (ed.); Executive Journals of the Council of

Colonial V~Jinia., hereafter referred to as E:xecutIVeToo.ma.ls, (Richmond: virgir a State Library, 192$) 1 n 1 36.

a
was it their duty.

They vore not authorized to issue such a verdict.

Instead,, the grand jury simply decided lihether or not there tras enough
evidence to convict a mrnpect of tho offenso ror which he stood accused.

Ordinarily the gram jury heard ldtnesses 1n support
but not as a rule

an~

or

the indictment I

witnesse9 ror the prisoner. After a hearing they

might 1ndorse the bill "ignoramus" or nnot a true bill," thus declaring

the evidence to be la.eking; or they might indorse it 11billa vera" or
11

10

a true bill,"

thus declaring that there was enough evidence on the

side of the prosecution to suggest gu1J.t.

I£ tho grand jury found that

the evidence was strong enoueh to suggest guilt, then the auspect was

held for a trial before a petit jury at a later daw.

This jury was the

real "trying jury," the one that could decide guilt or innocence.

Of

course, if there was a lack of substantial evidence "no true bill,. was

round and the suspect wes declared free to go.

However, as we shall see

later, this did not necessarily mean that a suapect could not bo

reexamined at a later date for the same crime.

The

crra.~d

jury's find-

1ngs were in no way the .t'inal step tor being exor.erated of all charges.
In most instances though, the action or the g:.-a."ld jury served to protect

the average citizen £rom a tr1al unless,

or

c~urse,

more evidence was

round to exist.
This function or the grand jury served an important plrpose.
saved the county court til!le on court days.

It

Since the grand ju...'7 had

already weeded out the cruses most likely to be inconclusive, the court

10

Scott, ~· ~·• P• 67.

9
could spend more time on other matters.

This observation plus the

expense that was de.t'rayed probably points out the

J110&t

noteworthy vir-

tues or the entire syster:i.
Presentr.ients

!!!:! irrlictments.

It will be ot sane value to dis-

cuss the di!terencos between presentments and 1nd1.ctnents, since these

ter.ns will be used throughout the remainder ot this paper.

and indictments were the

gram

Presentments

jury's instnments or bringing a person

to trial.
A presentment was an accusation made b1 members or the grand

jury, or 1n some cases other o!ricers such as church varderus appointed
Primarily then, this was based upon the personal lmowledge or

b7 law.

at least one or the members or the grand jury. Thia wa.a later changed
to ad.'11it only evidence or at least tvo :meniliers. Hov&Ter1 this change
11
was not made law until 1705.
It presentr.ients vere made by the grand
jur.r on the 1nromation or others, tho ruunes or these persons vere to be
written under the presentnent to oecure more errectual prosecution.

There!ore 1 a presentment was based upon personal knowledge. 12 It a presentment vere made, 1t meant that a suspect was to be presented to the

county courl ror t.rial.
An indictr.aent was

11 &

written accusation of one or J!30re persons o!

a cri.tie or misdemeanor, prefe?Ted to, and presented upon oath by a grand

~' ~· .E!•1
12

Scott, ~·

.El•,

III, 367.

P• 11.

10
ju.ry.nl.3 It was at the suit or the King for a public offense only.
Usually an indictment was made only in cases concemed with more serious
of.tenses.

In minor offenses this f'orm did not have to be used.

The

presentment could simply be sent to the court.
English law required great precision in naming the person accused,
in specifying the time and place or the crime, and in describing the

offenae itself', in order that there might be no doubt as to the particu..

lar law broken.

This preciseness was needed to insure that guilty parties

would not be declared innocent on technical qucstiona.
Virginia law tended to be less precise.

At first the

Host writers of this period

agree that judges were less likely to release a lawbreaker on a technicality or a loophole, reeling that this hampered justice. However, as
ve nove :further into the eighteenth century we find that increasing
attention was paid to the retinarnents found in English law.
As time

~-ent

on, the task or putting indictments in the proper

form ror submission to the grand jury £ell 1:10re and more to the attorney
general, or to the King's attorneys in the counties. Form was quite
important since an improper indictment W.ght be quashed. 14 Thia would
enable the accused to

eo free on a

mere technicality.

Therefore, the

courts and the Assembly sought to do everything within reason to ensure
that an irrlictment was properly written

and

executed.

13Sir William Blackstone, Cornmcntarie a on the Laws of England
(Bostons T. B. Wait and Sons, 1818),
1
4scott, 2.E• £!!., P• 66.
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IV. sms1ARY
By

March or 1658 tho grand jury system in Virginia was found to

be sadly lacking.

It had scarcely lasted ten years.

Probably the rea-

son for this failure was that the county justices failed to carry out
the details of establishing grand juries.

Because

or

Virginia's rural

setting, this system would surely have betin a worthwhile one.

It seems

to be quite evident that here we had a po'h"'Orru.J. instrument .ror aiding

in crL-:Unal detection, and at the same time an instrument for protecting
tte innocent.

Hos-:ever, it was not used to its best advantage and a.a a

result it vas dono way with, a mistake soon to be corrected.

CHAPI'Fll II
MAJOR ACTS CONCERNING GRAND JUlUF.S PlUOR

TO THE PEIUOD OF THE REVOLUTIOH
I.

REINSTATEMENT OF THE GRAlID JURY

After the Restoration in Engl.and there was a rather extensive
reorganization or the laws in Virginia.

The grand jury was not excluded

from this turn of events. The repeal of the grand jury system had been
a mistake for it loft many rural counties and localities without an adequate means !or the detection

or offenses.

In a short wlU.le it became

evident that many laws were being broken and others not properly respected.

As

a result

or

this state

method whereby the detection
reality.

or

or

affairs the Assenbly searched .ror a

oftenses could more easily become a

'They settled upon the grand jU17 system as a likely answer.

Since some offenders o! the early laws of Virginia were so evidently not being apprehended through lack of court or justice zeal, or

the law did not provide for the appointment of "some particular officers

to look narrowly ai"ter the offenders, to make present:aent thereof to the
• • • count7 courts," the grand jU17 system was reinstated in March,
1661.

The Virgi.nia Assembly itsel! i'elt that the laws of Virginia were

"slif,hted and contemned and became wholly usolesse ard inetfectuall ••• n
By this act, county courts were charged

charge them to "enquire of the breach

or

to empanel grand juries and to
all penall laws made in their

eeverall countyes, and that they make presentment thereof to the

severall county courts, tilice yea.rely, in April Court and in December
Court •• •"

The county court. was "to take for evidence the presentment

or the jury U' made upon. the certaine lmowledge or any or them • • ·"

15

'l'hererore, as mentioned above, one member of a grand jury could present
evidence against an offender upon his own knowledge
encourage and al.most be assured

or

am

expect to

a true bill finding.

It can be seen quite readily that a single member ot a grand jury
might be sorely tempted to use his position as a grand juror to his ovn
advantage.

Diohonesty was almost certain t.o arise sooner or later as

long a.a a provision such as this existed in the law.

Dishonesty among

the more unscrupulous members of a grand jury would be more likely to
occur, since one member

or a

panel ot jurors Illight not hesitate about

presenting !alse evidence to further his ovn ends.

He could also find

him.self raced with blackmail or intimidated by .force, or other temptations designed to llipair his efficiency as a grand juror.

The Asse:ubly

took a long ti."11.8 to become aware of this fact, !or this provision
remained in of.feet until the turn or the century and later law revisions.
However, when the change vas made, only the evidence o! two or more
grand jurors waa to be accepted on presentments.

At tll2es even this

provision could cause ditficulty tor 1n many cases it vas probably
impossible !or two or more grand jurors to discover the aame crillle or

endonce.

Thus in some cases this provision wuld be a handicap upon

the !'unctioning

1$

or

an individual grand jury.

Haning, 2.£• ~., II,

74.

But even though proving

14
faulty, and in some instances producing a limiting factor in the grand

jury's operations, it was probabl.3' needed to insure honesty within the
grand jury- and a greater confidence trom without in its .f1ndings.

Aft;er

all, one of the most important responsibilities of the system was to

protect the innocent even i.f • rew guilty parties escaped punishment.
Even with the revisions, there was still no mention made concerning tho qualifications of the grand jurors, nor how the county court was

·to govern itself in selecting panels

or

jurors.

At this time it was

left to the discretion or the county c0urts as to Who would or would not
sel"V'$ on grand juries.

Therefore, it is plain that-each county court

could determine whether or not its grand jury system was to be a good or

a bad one.

If a good grand jury was to be had, trustworthy citizens

would have to be selected to serve.

They would then have to be directed,

at least until they learned what was expected of them.

The fate or the whole county court grand jury system rested in

the hands of the county courts themselves. They- alone could make sure
that the system was being properly adm.1n1stered.

the system was doomed to failure.

W'i thout their g_uidance

Since no fines were provided for

failure to foll.ow the dictates or this act• it is not surprising to
learn that the county courts did not carry it out.

As a result the sys-

tem was still sadly lacking in some areas and serving well in isolated
instances. · The grand jury did little to aid in the cause

or

justice,

ror which the Assembly was striving.
The county courts were limited in the ot!enses they could try-.
Another act, passed i..'l March, 1661, set aside the first day of every-

Assembly !or hearing presentments
jurie:s of the county courts.

or

serious cases made by the grand

All crinles whose punishment endangered the

li!'e or member of the accused could not be tried by the county courts.
Therefore, since the General Court had not been tamed at this early
date, the .'5sembly heard and was re9ponsible for sentencing those eonvicted

or

crt...m.es of a more serious nature.
II.

16

FiliES

During the seventeenth centuey there was a great deal of reluc-

tance to obey the statutes pas:sod b7 the VirgL"lia Aasembly. One particular act w:U.ch was completely disregarded in some aroas oms the one

concerned with empanelling grand juries by the county courts. Within
tirtoen years a.rtor its paasage the act which roinotated the grand jury
system had almost become a "dead
•~

let~r.n 17 The reason for this failure

that the law had not provided for any penalty !or non-compliance

with its provi:sions.

Thereforo, in October, 1677 1 a much needed act

concerning grand juries was passed.

AB stated above in the act of 1658,

the grar..d jucy system had not produced the desired eff'ects of presenting
or.renders to the bar.

For this reason it has been shown that the Assem-

bly chose to discontinue the oyatem.

Perha.pa the .most important reason

J.6
~·· p. 108.
17011ver P. Cl".it~"OOd "Justice in Colonial Virgin:ta,n in Colonies,
1
Revolution, and Reconstruction, (eda.) J. M. Vincent., J. H. Hollander
and W. W. Will0ughby1 Vol. lllll of the Johns Hopkins University Studies
in Historical and h>litical Science (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press,
1905), P·

as.
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for this discontinuance lies in the domain or the local justices and
sheritfs who did not appoint grand jurors and arrange for hearing their
presentments. Because of this lapse in administering the laws passed by
the Assembly, the system was greatly weakened.

The October,, 1677 act

shows that this weakness had been spotted and that the Virginia Assembly
was Beeking to overcome it.
This time the grand jury systen was not discontinued.

Instead,

each county court which failed to appoint and swear in a grand jury once
every year, before or on the last day of April, was to be fined for

every such omission two thousand pounds or tobacco. One half or the
tine was to go to the infonner or the omission and the other half to the
county, thus encouraging each citizen to help see that the law
ried out by offering a reward.

WBB

car-

After being appointed and swom in, each

grand juror who missed the court session or failed to :r:iake present.ments
according to the true intent of the law could be fined two hundred
pounds ot tobacco, one halt going to the Womer and one half to the

county.16
It seems clear then that the Assembly was seeking a way to make
the

system work.

Fines for both justices ot the county court, end also

tor those appointed to serve on grand juries were in order, unless both
parties performed their reapective duties as directed by law. Thia was
the first tir.ie that a .fine was imposed tor such an infraction of the law.
The Assembly was sure]¥ determined to make the system work.

18

Haning,

.21!•

ill•, n,

407.
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From this time until the end

or the

colonial period the grand

jury was a permanent functioning body in the Virginia court system.

Its

inclusion by the A8sembly atter the Revolution serves to illustrate the
approval of the people ot the state. By the end

or

the seventeenth cen-

tury most or the fundamental developnents had been provided for by law.
There was a great deal of refining to do, however, since many of the
rules and regulations concerning grand juries were obeyed by custom

rather than by law.

For instance, prior to 1705 no definite number had

been specified as to haw many grand jurors would ca:ipoae a panel.

There-

fore, the number was left to custom and the ideas of the county courts.

During the seventeenth century, many instances indicate that it was customary to summon twelve men to compose a county court grand jury. 19
In spite of admonishment, fines, and everything else the Assembly

could think of, the county co·u.rt records indicate that years sometimes

elapsed without the sur.rnoning
experience such as that

or

a grand jury. Not uncOIIJllon was an

or Henrico

County in April, 1695, when "the

takeing of the Grand Juryes presentments is Referred untill the next
Court, some of the Grand jlll"1 being SickJ and others out a Tradeing with
the Indians. 11 It was then ordered that a new grand jury be summoned by
the sherirr at the June court, to replace the old grand jury.

No ti.nee

were levied since the cal.U't seemed to consider "Trading with the Indians"

19Elizabeth City County Records, 1684-1699, pp. 4, 93J York
County Records, 1671-1694, P• 125; Henrico County Hecords 1677-1692,
PP• 32, 33J all in Virginia State Library.

18
a legitimate excuse. 20 If a grand juror could show that he wae ignorant

ot his SUillTlOns or show due cause !or

his absence, he was uauaJ.17 tined

by the court in the amount of "all of.ricers !ees" and allowed to go.
However, 1n Jllany cases excuses served to forestall a tine.

21

The records

show that there were many grand jurors who were not present during the
seventeenth century and the early part

or

the eightoenth century.

Repeated tines were levied in these cases.

In Warwick County as late as the eighteenth century the justices
ordered a grand jury to be trur.1m0ned 1 but in a great number of cases this
was never dona. 22 Perhaps this was a method used by the county court to

evade paying a tine.
In some instances such a state of aftairs was reached that the

Governor and Council sent rather sharp letters to tho counties coimanding the enforcement

ot the laws concerning grand juries. The seventeenth

centu17 vas indeed a lov point in the hi:story ot the grand jury1 but

ruqa were destined to be

brighter

found 1n the eighteenth century.

Du.r-

ing this period a much greater degree or regular1t7 vu obtained in the

county courts.

Gra?Xi juries were sumnoned and avorn in with ever

increasing regularity.

Fines were used to stllml.ate those who proved to be

uncooperative, nnd this probably helped a great deal.
20

Henrico

21.:rb1d.,

Count7 Records, 1694-1699,

It ia in the

April 2, 1695.

l.678-169), pp. 8)-84.

2
2warnck County Records, 1748-1762 1 Virginia Historical Society
Library, p. 12.
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eighteenth century that the system was really placed upon a firm and

solid :f'oot:tng., 23
There seellls to be no obvious reason in evidence for the failure

ot the county courts to appoint a grand jury in so mal'ly instances. Perhaps it was the character of the land and its people.

Perhaps the sys•

tem was really not needed. We might suppose that the county courts

?'efused to appoint grand jurors and administer the laws concerning them
because they saw in the system a threat to their power. In many oases
the county courts probably wished to retain as
their own hands.

l'mlCh

power as,poasible in

A grand jury might be viewed as an agent which would

tend to drain away some 0£ this power.
intentions in all eases.

This would not be a sign of evil

Some county courts probably were quite capable

of containing lawlessness through their mm resources.

So just because

a retention of power was desired, we cannot necessarily conclude that
justice was hampered.
Also, the courts held a rather dim view of the men from whom·
their choice of grand jurors bad to come.

In England the justices at

least could choose knights and so forth who, worthy or unworthy, were
powerful and influential. This was certainly not the case in Virginia
during this period.

number

or

Many men were capable of serving, but iii. a large

cases the courts were unwilling to give power to a group

individuals who might or might not be capable of exercising it.

Surely

they were quite limited in thoir selection, for in many areas few

23

Scott, ~· ~·, p. 68.

or

20

candidates seemed to qualify.

Among !armers, backwoodsmen, adventurers,

and others 1 where was the county court supposed to find a qualified
group of individuals to act in this capacity?

Simply being honest and

trustworthy was certainly not enough to qualify a man.

It is certain

that most of the citizens 0£ the counties had little or no educational
background.

Where law is concerned, right or wrong is not clearly evi-

dent in many cases to an uneducated mind.t and this may have made many
county courts unvll.ling to appoint a grand jury.

Instead. they elected

to bear the burden themselves.
Since there was no punishment or penalty for failing to appoint a
grand jury prior to 16771 many county courts were probably unwilling to

spend the extra time and effort to insure that this law was carried out.
However; as has already been intimated, there are no isolid facts to back
these assumptions up.

The apparent lack of concern in this matter must

go without a conclusive answer.
At any rate the a.ct ot October-, 1677 was about all the Virginia
Assembly could do in this matter at that time.

Improvements had to be

left to time and a gradual awakening of interest in the system.

This

act served to st1tr.nllate the county courts somewhat, but it still remained
almost a local option as

tem \<ras

to whether or not an effective grand jury sys-

brought into being and developed.

III.

AN ACT CONCERNING JURIFS-1705

In October, 1705, an important act in the developnent of the
grand jury syatcm was passed by the Virginia Assembly.

Its title was

2l

"An Act Concerning Juries" and it was

by

far the most comprehensive aot

passed concerning grand juries up to this time.

Prior to this act, no

definite number had been placed upon the membership of' an 1ndiV1dual
grand jury, nor

ho~

the members were to be qual1.f1ed for selection.

This

act provided that the county court order the sheriff of the county to
SU1lltlon at least twenty-four freeholders to appear at May and Noverriber
courts every year, out of which the court was to swear 1n at least fif-

teen to compose a grand jury.
The charge to be made to the grand juries was no di!ferent from
earlier charges 1 simply being nto make inquiry into the breach of the
laws, and to make presentment
fic

instl'Uotion~

or

the offenders. n However, more speci-

were included for their dismissal than had been exhibi-

ted preViously in any act.

The grand jury "having made presentment of

al1 such matters as come to their knowledge, shall be discharged at the
adjournment

or

the same court, but if' they cannot agree upon all their

presentments before such adjournment, then they shall have liberty to
!'inish their presentments, and to appear, and present them at the next
court.st
wnen making presentments upon the evidence or Jmowledge

or

some-

one other than a grand jury member, the witnesses' names were ordered to
be put on the .toot or the presentment papers.

To insure that this act

was taken seriously the Assembly showed its confidence in the system of
fines which had been begun in 1677.

Here the fine of two lmndred pounds

of tobacco tor each grand juror who failed to attend for duty 1 after
being sunmoned, was restated.

This was to be enf'orced, however, only 1n

22
case there

we:tie

not enough of the twenty-tour summoned present to make

up the necessary fifteen.
A .further stipulation was made at this time 1n regaro to qualifi-

cations. lt required that only rreeholders be allowed to serve on grand
juries.

This is the first evidence oi' any qualirication required by lav

for a prospective member

or

a erand jury.

Tr...e Assembly at this time was

awakening to the need to set these itema do'f>."n into the law, but it was

still slow in do:LY?g ao.
Agai.~,

no age qua:lificntion was stated.

qualifications were necessary.
remainder

or

Also no citizenship

Only a 1"reeholder could serve, with the

the qualL.."'1.cations resting in the hands of the individual

county courts, and custom.
The act contirr..ied vith another fine, this time ai.-ncd at the

county court itselr, but entailing a reduction from tho fine set by the
previous act.

If any county court !ailed to give the oroer for summon-

ing twenty-four freeholders or upon the appearance or any
to swear them in, every member

hundred pounds or tobacco.

or

ti~cen

such a court. was to pay a fine

railed

or

four

kny sheriff who !'ailed to carry out the

orders of t.lie court in summoning a grand jury was to be tined one thousand pounds o£ tobacco.

Fines were producing the desired resulta, and

so the Assembly decided to stick H1th them.
One final. provision was contained in this act.
most important

or

the provisions in the whole act.

It was by far the

No grand jury was to

make any pMsentinent "as of their OW knowledge, Upon the information of

23
less than two persons ot their ovn number."

24 The implications or this

import.ant clnuee have already been discussed..

It probably served to

guarantee a h.i.eher degree or honost1 within crand juries.
This act was most noteworthy bec'1.U8e of its mention or qualU'ications !or grand jurors.

Arter i t was put into effect a MOre unifom

GYBtem could be established vi th practices becoming more equal in all

counties.

It also lay the foundation !or !\lture quali1"1cat1ons, and

stressed the !act that the Assenbly was strivine to improve the SYBtem.
IV.
1727-~.

LIHITATIOUS ON PRESEN'I'!IBNTS

Prior to February, 1727 1 a county court could try

all cases within its jurisdiction regardless or the fine to be imposed.

The only limitation governing a county court's rirht to try a case was
in regard to capital punishment.

Ho county court could try a person for

a crime whose punishment involved the loss or life or llnb.
1L'iitat1on had been placed upon these courts.

No conetaey

ey 1727 the Assembly .relt

that there should be sor.ie 11.'nit placed upon then with the more iJ:lportant
cases bcil".g tried before the General Court which sat in 'tl1ll1ansburg.
There!ore, it vu decided and passed that county courts and. gra.rri juries
could lald."Ul.ly try and ::take presentments only 1n cases not involVing
?:lore than tventy shillings sterling or two hundred pound& or tobacco 1n
fines.

It was further enacted that 1'r<n and after April 15 1 1728, the

county grand jury could make presentments only in cases involving less
2

~!ening 1 ~· ill•,

II, pp. 367-71.
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than five pounds or one thousand pounds of tobacco.

All cases involving

more than this amount would be sent be!'ore the General Court.
171~-~

clement.

25

Be!ore September, 1744 1 a grand jury could

present offenders for offenses committed at any tir.10 in the pa3t.

Ori-

ginally the grand jurors were appointed some six months in advance, ard

they were supposed to be on the

.

until their meet.1ng.

26

thne element involved.

looko-~t

for all breaches or the law

However, they were not 111!11ted by lav as to the

Thererore, a grand jury appoint.eel in 1740 could

lawl'ul.ly present an offender for a crime co:!llllitted in 1730 1 or even
earlier.

Since this seemed unfair and perhaps would induce dishonesty

a;:iong grand jurors, an act was passed 1n September, 1741 1 which stipu•
lated that grand jurors could only present o.ffenders tor offcnaes com-

mitted uith1n the twelve month period 1.rr.:r.ediately preceding their
appointment.

27
V.

}DST COMPREHENSIVE

ACT-1748

In October, 1748 1 an act was passed entitled "For the more regu-

lar inquiry into breaches of penal laws, and trials or riatter of fact,
in the several courts of justice within this dominion by grand juries

and petit juries." This act made previous acts concerning grand juries

25~.,
26

IV, 232.

Scott, ~· ~·• pp. 68-69.
2
7Eer.1r.e 1 ~· ~., V, 226.

obsolete.

Many or the provisions round in romer acts were included, i f

they had been found to be uorthwhilc.

It

court ahall cause tucnty..four rrceholdcrs

st~tcd

or

that "Every county

their county, not beine

ord1nary keepers, constllbles, surveyors o! high\:ays, or o\lllers or occu-

piern of a mill, to be sur..moncd to uppear in I'.ay and Nover:lber courts,
annuall7 out o:r "llt"hich
least • • • "

~hall.

be erapanalled a grand jury

Thia grand jurJ

w~

ot !itteon at

to preacnt crfendors ror cr:Unos ,.:11ch

had taken place d.urir.g the preceding twlve :r.ioaths only, unlcs3 otherAny freeholder 8U1nliloncd ror duty on a grand jlll"1

wise spccif'ied by lnw.

whose failure to appear caused the grand jury to be short ot the required
I

f'll"teen vas to be fined up to four hundred pound.a or tobacco.

county court !ailed to empancl a grand jur/1 each me:"'..ber
was to be fined up to four hundred pounds of tobacco.

or

Ir any

auch a court

A.-.y sheriff who

f'D.ilcd to surmon twenty-four :trceholdors 1 and return a panel or na.-:ics to
the Hay a.."id Hovcmber courta rumucllly could bo fined up to one thou:Jand

pounds or tobacco.
It further stated that no

gr~

jur; uas

to mnko

upon the evidence o! lees than two of 1t3 nembcrs.

someone other than a tllcmbe:- or the gra:xl jury

i:CW

prcscntr:cn~s

£v1dcr.co produced b-.f
to holvt1 tho na.ue of

the witneso or vitncsses placcc!. upon tho root or tho prefientuent papers.
The linitation conce:rnint; !"-ncs or penalties to be in.f'1-1ctcd b]

tho

county cm:rt was raised to twenty-five shillin{;s or two l'nlndred poundD
o~

tobacco, there.fore still lonv:l.ng oore 1.uportunt case:; to the General

Court.
The grand juries of both crunty and General courts were to be

26
discharged ai'ter all kno1m present."!lents were made&

into effect on January 10 1 1751.

This act was to go

28

Essentially, this net was quite evidently si."aply a collection

or

all those previous acts concerning juries which had proven to be worthy

or continuance.
sis.

This was done !or the sake or convenience and reempha-

From it can be gathered the idea that the system was worth hanging

on to.
VI.

EXPENSES TO BE PAID llY ACCUSER-1752

It can quite readily be seen that with a systm such as this,

certain abuses were almost certain to take place.
raul ta would be .round.

Sooner or later many

Aoong the most pcrplc..nng or these probl ens was

the one concerned with presentments brought bci'ore grand juries upon

insufficient evidence or simply upon suspicion.

Thia proved to be bot:"

expensive ard t1."lle conm.u:dng with witnesses and grand jurors using
valuable time on cases that should never have been tried unless more

substantial evidence were

round.

Al though thia was one of the duties

which the grand jury perron:ied 1 that or eliminating cases based upon

poor evidence, it still presented. a probler.i.

'l'he syotem was being over-

worked, and used in natters for which it was not intended.

The Asser.ibly rinally became aware of this, and in February, 1752,
passed an act stating that if a true bill were not .found by the grand
jury, the

~ccuser

28_bid

was to pay tho

.:!:___· J pp.

523-25 •

e.~penecs

of the witnesses and others

27
1.nvolved in tho ca:so.

Since, it round guilty the accused paid these

expenses, vi tnesses would oov bo p.rl.d oxperuse oonoy in either ca.oe art.er
tho paso&(;e or this act.

2

9

This act probably hurt the syntem a.s r:mch as it helped 1t 1 as tar
aa the detection or orronsee coos, but 11" vo contJider tho protection
the innocent it grova in stature.

ot e<r;ething that

1ng a person

vas guilty or.
tected.

ot

Ko:st people would heoitate in accus-

they wore not rolnt1Yel.y certain that he

Thie would g:re.atly irurure that the 1.Mocent. would be pro-

In sor.:o cases there may have been hesi. tation be!oro presenting

a guilty part;n but 1! a
wortl~.lh.1l.e

rev

guilt:y parties wont unpunished, it waa

in order to protect the innocent.

m.

SUi-U~AHl

Be!oro the period or the lLeTohttion the era.rd jui-1 had becone
!'ir.:'J.7

est<lb~hod

worthv~-.1.le,

noss.

1.n the Virctnia court aystM:.

It h&d proved to be

and cont1nued legislation ecrved to i:llprove its orrective-

T'no s;rstem vas a.lso crov1r.e 1n popul.llrity, public e5teon 1 and

in.~uence.

i'ri.maril:r this period vu dovotcd to proT1dilll: the baJSic

tunda:-:ental.s or tho syste=.

Al though !aili:ie to provide the nocossary

q'Jal1!1.cation require:"JCnts, the syute:l vu not dotng too badl.7 1 ror tho
county rcco?Us

29.~~d

~··

s~

i::a.ny pre:sentnonts.

VI, 2hb.

Thcre!ore, the syotc:i could nov

CHAPXER ID
SPECIAL CHAHGES

No turther in(portant legislation was passed ccmceming the county
grand jury system until the Revolution..

Therefore, its f'Urther develop.

ment will be discussed in Chapter II. However, prior to 1760 the Virginia General Assembly passed many acts which issued special charges to
the grand juries.

These charges tor the most part were concerned with

the en!orcement of certain laws which were canmonly being broken. Most

ot these spec1.al. charges

had

to do 'Id.th religion and strong moralistic

overtones, economics with agricultural leanings, and a variety ot other
subjects such as taxes.

A sarapling or the moat. important or these act&

tollows.
I.

TOBACCO

With John Rolfe's iJllprovement

or

the quality ot tobacco, England

accepted Virginia tobacco much more readily than she had previousl.7
done.

Since "Spanish tobaccon was

or

a better qu.ality than the Virgin1.a

variety, tlms causing stilt competition, almost from the
qualit7 vas a prime objective

or

the Virg1nj ans.

beginn1~

leaf

In order to improve

Virginia's economy through the sale of tobacco, its quality had to be
greatly improved.

John Rolfe's improvement helped a great deal.

During the early 7eara

or

t.he tobacco trade tobacco commanded its

weight in silver. Much swindli.ng and adulteration t«x>k place and seems

29
to characterize the early period. 30 Hogsheads of tobaceo vere sometimes
partly filled with something other than tobacco causing a great deal of
dissatisfaction among the buyera.
Despite this, by 16J.6 tobacco was considered to be the chief com-

modity of Virginia.. By 1618 imports from Virginia into England exceeded
those from foreign countries, but the expansion of production soon

brought ab01lt overstocked markets, low prices, and resulted in a slump
1
in the Virginia economy.3 However, the fact that tobacco could be
grown and sold profitably euaranteed that the Jamestown experiment would
not .t:au.32

It might sputter and falter, but better days were sure to

cane.

"Perhaps the lawakers of Colonial Virginia gave to no other
single topic the attention Which they bestowed on tobacco. n To improve

the quality of exported tobacco and to keep down some of the crop surplus, different statutes in seventeenth century Virginia forbade the
cultivation of second-growth tobacco and the marketing of' suckers,
ground leaves, and trashy weed.

As early as 1619 the lowest grade

or

tobacco was burned. 33

JORobert K. Heimann, Tobacco and Americans (New York: McGrawHill Book Co., Inc., 1960), PP• 47-4cr;-

3lJoseph c. P.obert, The Tobacco K1§gdom, Flantation, r'..arket, and
Factory in Virginia and ?lorthCarolina 18 -iB'60 {Dlirham,, N.b.: DiikeUniversicy Press,, 19)81, pp. 4-5.
.32Joseph c. Robert,. The Storz of Tobacco in America ( N'ew Yorka
Alfred A. Knopf,, 1949) 1 P• !';;
.33Robert, ~ Tobacco Kingdom, pp. 7-8.
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Since many planters shipped poor quality tobacco as voll aa
tobacco r.rl.xed with debris and roro1.gn mo.ttor, Engl1sh purchasors became

more guarded in their blying.

Often they depended solely upon a plan-

ter' a reput.ation aa to whether or not to deal 'With hin.

Since this

beca.'?19 a great blow to the economy, t.ha Virginia. House of burgesses, 1n
16191 banned second growth tobacco, ordered the trashy grades doatroyed,
and in1t1at.ed an inspection

syst.em.34

However, the inspection system did not nater1al1ze as expected,

tor 1n

~!arch,

1661 1 a special charge vas issued to tho grand jury or

each county court. throughout Virginia.

Each count7 court gram j\117

vas charged to present otrenders or an act concerned ,."1th the improvement or the quality or Virginia's tobacco.

No person vu to pack, save,

sell, or send avay any ground leaves under penalty or rorteiture or
ever-r hogshead of tobacco containing five pounds or mre or ground leat 1
plus a r1ve thousand pounds

~tobacco n.ne.3S

Since tobacco vas such a major 1lllney crop L"ld therefore

or

.tore-

mo:Jt 1.-::;portance, fail.u.re to heed the law concemine it vere quite juat.1-

!1.ably severe.

Thia act, no matter hov ::uch it vas c4lled ror, tailed

to boost the price of tobacco. Other acts concorned with this proble:n
1r2t

s1n11nr rates.

FrOl'll 1661 until the 17.30'a the price either declined

or renained steady at a lov price • .36

3lvne1z:wm, ~· ~.,

pp. 48-49 •

.)~enine, 2.£• ~·1 II, 119.
~elV1.n Herndon, f'obacco 1n

Colonial V1.rr,1n1a 1

P.med\ (W1111.o"!llbu.rgs Vir&ir'Ii J~h Iniilversary

tion, 957) 1 pp. 47-48.
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II.
The prolific growth

HUI.BERRY TREES

or mulberry trees

around the Indian settle-

ments and elsewhere, encouraged the :English to conclude that Virginia
was an ideal location for the developnent

or

a silk industry. Greatly

enc cu raged by England the colonists made great efforts throughout the

seventeenth century to establish the culture and production or silk on
a paying basis. 37 Noting this, it seems quite interesting that another
act passed 1n March, 16611 is concerned vith the silk industry.

This

act states in part "Whereas by experience silke wilbe the most profitable camodity for the country it well managed, and whereas the greatest
cond.ucement thereunto required is provision

or mulberry

trees," each

acre of land held in fee-simple was to ha'Ve ten r.xulberry trees planted,
and suti'iciently fenced and tended. A twenty pounds of tobacco fine was

to be imposed upon those not following the dictates of this a.ct. The
grand jury was to take particular note or this, an:i was ordered to pre-

sent those

who

failed to comply.JS

However, despite this act, the lure or profit exhibited

by the

easy and raster tobacco crop, plus the difficulty in obtaining for the

colony enough skilled silk workers, the result or the silk venture was
failure.

The project was abandoned.

The courts had £ailed to enforce

37Annie Lash Jester, Domestic Life

in Vilt;inia 1n the Seventeenth

CentC (Williamsburg• 350th AnniversaryCelebration CQi=poration, 1957),
p. l •

.38iien1ng 1 £.'e•

~· .t

II, 119.

the act arzyway.39

III. CORN
Virginia was troubled. by its com supply almost from its beginning.

In 1608 the .first. real need took place.

With the coming

or the

first snowo it was found that increased numbers in the little settlement
had brought on an acute food shortage.

Captain John Smith blu.ffed the

great Indian chief, l?owhatan1 into supplying the needs or his people and
Jamestow was saved.

40

.

Later, a treaty with the 1ndians greatly aided

the colonists in acquiring the corn which they desperately needed.Li
Dramatica1ly then, Virginia's com problem was brought to the
attention

or

everyone connected with Jamestown.

It is no wonder that

by 1629 laws were being made to enforce the growth of corn.

Every

laborer was ordered to tend two acres or corn or else forfeit all his

tobacco.

42

Apparently this order was not carried out for another act passed
in March, 16611 stipulated that two acres or corn, pulse, or wheat be

planted !or each tithable person tending a crop in a .family.

.39Jeater1 2-E•
40John

ill••

This law

P• 17.

Fiske, Old Virfinia and Her Neighbors (Boston: Haughton,

Mifflin and Company1 i9ITO) 1

~id. 1

P•

1

131:JJS:-

154.

42John Burk The Histo!7 or Virginia From Its First Settlement to
1
The Present~ (Pet~, Virernia: Dicksonand'Pescud 1 1805), II,, -
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a bit more·modern in its approach. However, it

was a xmoessar:r aot

even at this tim.$ in order that the colony would be mote as$ured that no
.f'ood shortages would occur.

l£ thiS act had been ca.J:"ried out, there

would have br:en no reason, other than bad weather and resultant bad
cropa1 !or

a food &hortage to come about. Grand juries were again cho-

sen to help guarantee that this a.et would be followed by the colonists.
Each grand jur;r vas charged to preaent · all offenders. 4J

Fanners at thia time were umds:ely choosing to grow money crops
instead of f'ood crops. As a result the food shortages vere more frequent.

Food. shipped from abroad was more expensive and not tresho1;

was, therefore, inadvisable to import their food. Thus this act
needed for the betit

-

inte~ats

1691. The next. act

It

~as

of the colonists•

in OUl' sampling tends to show the strong

moralistic values imposed upon the colonists by law. As early as 1629
the laws concerning religion and morals savored strongly of harshness.

However, in many cases they were equally judiciOU$. 44 Religious zeal
and enthusiasm permeate the laws of the Colonial Virginia people.

At

time• it seems that· this tend.ency was more prominent than anything else,
with more consideration being given it than for any other type

law.4S

~ening 1 ~. cit. 1 II, 123 •
. h4aurk, !E.• ill•• n, 31.
45aeorge Lewis Chumbley,,. Colonial Justice ,!!! Virginia,

~

J4
Therefore,, one should not be surprised to find that in April, 1691, an
act was passed by the Assembly entitled nAn Act for the more effectual

suppressing the several sins and offenses of swaring, cursing, profaineing Gods holy
adultery."

name, Sabbath abusing, drunkeness, .ffornication, and

As it this were not enough, no person was to travel on Sun-

day- unless he wished to pay a twenty shilling fine or spend

0

three full

hours in the stocks." Drunkenness was to be rewarded.by a ten shUl:Jng
fine or three hours in the stocks, while fornication and adultery were

punishable by fines

o~

ten and twenty pounds sterling respect1vely, or

thirty lashes or three months in jail. Grand juries were to make .pre-

sentments tor these offenses twice yearly with one third of any fines
charged going towards building and repairing churches, one third towards
the sal.ary ot ministers, and one third to the Wormant.

46 This act was

voided by a subsequent act in September, 1696.

1696. These acts concerned vith religion were ill-used from the
first.

Many false accusations occurred and according to law were per-

fectly legal.

One man could accuse another of a moral or religious

crime and bring about his conviction.

To help meet the demand that jus-

tice be carried out more fairly an act was passed in September, 1696,

which required that swearers, cursers, or protaners 0£ God's name shou1d
be convicted by at least two witnesses or by the confession of the

Developnent of~ Judicial. ~Y'Sij}• Typical Laws

(Richmond: The Ui~tz Press,

h6Hening,

93 , PP• ll-2~

~· ~. 1 III, 71-74.

!!!2. Cases 2.£. !!!! Period
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offender.

A one shilling fine was to be imposed upon those convicted.

Sabbath breaking included such things as traveling and attending unlavfu.l meetings or assanblles 1 and was punishable by a fine of twenty shil-

lings or two hundred pounds or tobacco.

Drunkenness, fornication, and

adultery st.ill ranked high Bl:lOng the offenses, and the penalty was
approximately the ea.."'18 as in 1691.

Grand juries and clm.rch wardens were

charged to present offenders o! this act an1 the revenue gained thereby

was to go towards the maintenance of the parish minister.47
17L4.

17441 acts such as those just mentioned vere

By September,

being moderated somewhat.

At this time the As3embly decided that any

person presented by a grand jury for missing church for one month could
be excused, i f a witness would swear that he or she had atterned another

church.

h8
Offenders of these religioua aoto are t10st ecusily .found in the

county records.

Since they were minor, they were committed much more

frequently and this brought on the special charges.

They reflect the

attitude toward sin which vas so prevalent at that time. Toda;r many ot

the provisions ccntained in these acts would seem senseless and unconstitutional,, but at this time they were considered important and were
imposed upon the colonists by lav.
why

Perhaps this mJ1Y serve to illustrate

these law were so commonly being broken.

47~., PP• 137-140.
hB~., v, 226.

In J!lDllY cases, in addition
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to a new

and more promising lite1 the people

ot Virginia had come

searching for complete freedom of religion and treed.om in general. What
they found when ther arrived was anything but .freedom

or

religion.

This

b.-ought about resentment1 and r$sulted in laws being broken.
V•

StJMMAIU'

We find. then through our sa.mpli:ng of' these special charges that a
variety or charges was issued to the grand juries of Virginia counties.
In most cases these charges serrred to f'oeus special atton:bion upon oer...
ta.in specli'ic laws which were commonly being broken.

In most instances

they were chieny eoneerned with mino:r crimes, but since these minor

crimes were being committed i'requently1 they were quite important to th&
Assembly. Such acts as those ()oncemed with the corn orop are especially significant though1 for the prosperity of the colony rested upon

its ability to sustail!l itsel.f. In turn, the tobacco acts helped govern
the economic well•being

or the

colony. Who can

sar- that without

such

laws prosperity would not have ceased to exist? There!ore 1 although

seemingly minor in scope,. these special charges carried great weight and

were of major importance.

It. seems sa.f'e to assume that these special charges reflect an
increased interest and respect on the part. of the county grand jury sys...

tem. It can also be said that the increased, responsibility given to the
grand jury resulted from the oompara.tive worth

or

the systan. This is

not. to say that it was perfect, far from it is more likely the case. How-

ever, it was greatly improved since 1661 and was fast becoming more worthy of respect and increased responsibility.

PROCL&XATIOHS
So

tar it baa been ahovn that gnnd. juries vero e=powred throuah

act ot the Virgini.a Aasembl;r b7 both special cb&rgea and a;eneral laws.
There vu J'8t a third method tor lending authorltJ to 1rand juriea.

Thia Mthod was used 1A both rest.ating special charges and general lava

am

therefore stresai.nc speci.al i:iportaDce to the:l, and also 1A initia-

ting nev powers.

In the latter cue, howner, it vu UHd apar1.n.g17.

Thia method was through proclautiona issued

g1n1.a.

otta th1a DBthod vu used

to at1.rr1.ng up th• cou.nt.7

ment.

cou~s

b7

b7 tho

£OTOl'DON

the ftrl.oua gcrnmora u

tovarda greater et!ort.a

It vaa usual.17 applied When lav entorcment vu

ot Vira aoane

ot l a

entorce-

beoon1..ng lax.

Moat ot theae procl.amat.1.ou were concerned vi.th o!!cmaoe that

Theretore, r'40St vere oODCerned with

vere repeated vith regul.arit7.
tdnor o.t'tenaea.

Thq were ia=ed to the cowit7 court• eapeci&ll.71 a1.nce

the governor presided onr the General Court and theretore vu able to

peraonallJ inat:ruct it.a grand JUl"1• L9 A proclac.ation issued b7 the £OT•
emor md sent to the count7 court.a vu undoubtedl7 t&Jam aeri.cu•l-7•
I.

s.c.a

JJJruARI ll 1 l.bB.3

h9ii•tll7 Bove, iUst.orleal. Coll~ti.on.1 2f Virlj1.r..1.a (Charleston,

Babcock and

eo., 1045),

p.

Bo.
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sent to each county court throughout the state.
~ounty

It specified that each

court was to put all the laws in force 1 particularly the act for

planting two acres ot land in grain for every tithable.

The same old

problem was tormenting the colonists again, perhaps not a.a seriously but

still persisting.

to

g~v

Farmers were again neglecting the .food crop in order

more tobacco.

Each county court was ordered to appoint grand

jury men who were to return an account of the execution or the law to

every General court.50
It is quite interesting to note that this proclamation specified
that the county findings be forwarded to the General Court and not the
county court.

This was a method whereby the governor could check up on

the individual county courts.

The governor was quite interested and

detennined to keep his finger on the pulse of Virginia's food crops and
was seeking to make Virginia self-sustaining in this respect.

He was

also seeking to keep tobacco production under control and by doing so
help to insure that a :more or less stable market value could be estab-

lished.
time.

Tobacco was used as a medium or exchange in Virginia at this
With rapid nuctuations in the value caused by supply and demand,

many problems arose.

Therefore, it was ver;r important for the economic

prosperity of the people as individuals and Virginia as a whole, that a

somewhat steady value be maintained.

50Executive Journals, I, 38.
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II.

JUNE l8 1 1684

On June 81 16841 Lord Howard, governor of Virginia, issued a pro-

clamation requiring that all grand juries inquire into the aize 0£

tobacco hogsheads and whether or not they were the size specified by
law,

ttLJ

inches long and 26 over the head."$]. This was necessary to

guard against the unscrupulous planters who might build smaller hogsheads and ship tobacco in them £or the same price as legal size.
In carrying out the dictates or this proclamation, at least one
county grand juror became quite involved in obeying.

He was a good deal

overzealous in actions tor on September 11 16841 in the Henr;tco County
Court he came to trial.

His name was Thomas Holmes.

He had been bound

over by a Captain Randolph on complaint of Benjamin Hatcher, ror coming
to Hatcher's house in hie absence ltby the bare authorit7 of being a
Grand-jU%'3J!lan" with two others, going to the tobacco house, taking a
tobacco stick, entering Hatcher's house "to the great disturbance
afb-ightmentn

am

ot Hatcher•s wife and children, and measuring the outside

of a hogshead to see i t it complied vith the law.

The court held that

Holmes should have secured a wa?Tant .from a justice, if' as a grand jury

man he wished to search for violations or the law.
found that Holmes was guilty of trespassing.
hundred

The jury accordingly

Hatcher recovered twelve
2

pounds of tobacco in damages and costs.5

Sl.,The Rar.dolph Manuscript1 " Virginia Historical. Society Library.

,2

Scott, ~· ~· 1 P• 69.
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From this happening, it seems evident that at least one proclamation brought results.

Perhaps the action vas a bit overdone but never-

theless it stresses the fact that grand juries w-ere functioning as a
part; of the county court

system.

III. MARCH lJ, 1683
On March 1J 1 1683, 8llother proclamation was issued which, i f

taken at .race value, clearly shows that something was

wrong

with the

.functioning or the county grard juries. The .fault seemed to be with
either the caunt7 court or the grand juries. One or the other was failing to meet the requirements set by law.

and

This proclamation is so clear

to the point in its language and meaning that it seems appropriate

to record it at this point. Although an act passed by the Virgi.niA
Assembly had provided that a
Grand jury be annually lm:pannelled and swome in Every County, to
Enquire of the breach of all poenall Lawes, in their Severall

Counties, and to make presentment thereof, to the Severall Counties
Courts twice a yer.1-e in Aprill Court and December Court ••• and
it being repreecmted to me that r,,r- want of due execution or the
sa.":a 1 severall Laws a.re become ineffectuall, .in which that I ma.y
have a true In!cmnacion whether the name hath been through the
default or grand juries makeing Presentr.lents by Law Required, or in
the Justices in not Directing Grand Juries to be impannelled or by
the Juotices Remi:sse Exocution or the Laves on offenders 1.-hen Presented, Therefore I Thomas Lord Culpeper Baron ot Thorsway his
1-f.ajesties Lt. and Govflrn, Gen. o~ Virginia • • • doe by this Proclamation, Require and strictly ccm:w.nd all and every Count7 Court
of his Haj. Collony of Virginia to give Directions ot the Impannelllng of Grand Juries within their Respective Counties, which
o. J. so Irnpanneled are to Enquire and due Presentr.ient11 make, of
all the of'!crriers ag. the Lawes of this Collony • • • !:>3

S3 Executive Journals, I, 47.

The proclamation continued with a special charge for the grand
juries to inquire "ll.fter the breach of that moat provident and necessary

Law" concerning the planting of com or wheat for each tithable person.
Next, it continued. with,

and I doe hereby Require and Strictly Oo:mand the Justices of every
County • • • to Return all such presentments made by the a. J. from
March, 16801 and that shall be made from this time to the twelveth
of Aprlll next, under their respectivo hands sealed up to 5fie Secretaries Office on the twlveth day o! ye next Gen. Court.

This was a big year t•or county courts sending their findings to
the General. Court, for the January ll., .168.3, act also required that this
be done.

Evidently Oovemor Culpeper did

~t

trust the county courts to

follow the orders of his proclamations •. otherwise he woul.d not have

demanded that the presentments be sent to tho Clerk of the General Court..
It justices of the peace d¥J, not adhere to thio policy he continued,

perills."~S

they would "Answere to Contrary at their uttmost

He vaa

more determined than anyone, vhoae records have been found, to try to
find out how well or how badly the system vas functioning.

obviously seeking to aid law enforcement in san.e

He was quite

way1 but first sought

to !'ind the facts of the matter.
IV.

DECEMBER 2 1 1690

On Deceinber 2 1 16901 Governor Uicholson issued a proclamation

ordering justices of the county courts to appoint

am

swear in nye best

and most substantial ot ye Inhabitants of their counties."

He goes on

to list a tonaidable nwnber of offenses to which grand juries are to be

charged to inquire a.bout. 56 Thus the system must have been found to be
malfunctioning once more.

Although proclamations bad been issued and

le.us passed, dissatisfaction still existed tow-arda the grand jucy.
The long list of charges presented in this proclamation reveals
that liicholson h:Unself was either completely dissatisf1ed with the

results of the grand jur;r system or else he vaa determined not to leave
anything out.

It seems that he listed almost every charge given to a

grand jur;y at any time prior to his
nothing to the imagination

or

proclama~ion.

the county courts.

He certainly left
Everything that grand

juries were supposed to make presentments for was in his list.
V.

APP.IL 1 1 1712

In order to portray the variety that these proclamations enter-

tained, one last reference will be made at this point.

Governor Spots-

wood on April 1,, 1712 1 issued a proclamation which stated that the
minister or reader o! each pariah by act of March 2.3 1 16611 had been
ordered to

nwen truly am

f'ai thtul.ly Record all Births Burial8 or Mar-

riages that shall happen within their parishes in a book to be provided.
by the Vestry for that Purpose •• •"

The penalty for failure to comply'

had been set at five hundred pounds

or tobacco.

ted, was to be used by the parish.

AlS() "every Master ot a t.fami.ly

-

'6Ibid.,

P•

148.

Thie tine, when collec-

shall give notice to the ndnister or Reader of' the Day of the Birth
Death or Marringe 0£ f.1Very peraon to him or

·~hem

relat(--d under the pen-

alty of one hundred pounds of tobacco. 11 Governor Spotswood noted also
that mnny clorks of the Vestry and head8 or tamilies wero neglecting to
comply with this act.

In his proclo.mation he therefore charged county

justices to in turn charge grand juries to present of£endera of this act

am

to make sure that it

traO

carried out.>7
VI.

SUMHARY

Proclamations were used personally

br

Virginia governors to re-

emphasfae the importance of laws passed by the A:ssembly. In most
instances the proclamationu were concerned with o.i'fe113eo
nature which were beil16 comuittcd frequently.

As

Ile

or a

lllinor

have seen, some ot

these proclamations covered a multitude of charges to the grand jury,
perhaps even a catalog of them in some instances.

Also, as in the pro-

clamation of April 1 1 1712 1 they sometimes con"tained orders which per-

tained only to a single act. Therefore, they were varied in text am
construction with nexibility being a large factor.

Each govemor could

fit a proclamation to his own needs.

Fran the evidence supplied us by these proclar.i.ationa, we must
assume that the grand jur,y system as well as the county courts were not
being used as the governors wished.

not have been issued.

otherwise these proclamations would

Since different governors issued them, we must

51Hening, 2.2• ill•,

IV,

550.

also assume that a definite fault was either a permanent or recuITent

part of the s1B'tem• "Whether laxity <m the part; of officials or the
grand jurors is of

nQ

consequence, !or it was the system that was at

fault.
However, it is most dil'ficult to estimate where the basic fault
for this failure can 'be found.

Perhaps the county courts were not

appointing and swearing in these grand juries as the law required.

At

least part of the time thi.s was the case for it is recorded in the early'
acts.,

Perhaps grand 3urors themselves were lax in pel'formiDg the duties

prescribed to them by law.

Surely the demands of daily lite in some

sparsely settled areas made mQDT county grand jurors• duties seem less
AB we shall see later in Chapter

important.

x,

this was often found to

be the case.

It is even possible that the governors who issued the proclamations were misinfonned on the !act that many laws were being broken with

offenders going unpunished. We m.i.ght surmise that little lawlessness
occurred and that most laws were being observed. Travelers were kn.own

to comment frequently on the rare oocurrences of serious crimes in Virgim.a and we find that there are ff!l'w recorded cases of serious crimes

taking pl.ace in Virginia. during this entire period.SS
A.t any rate many presentments were made during this period. Most
''

'

of them were minor.

Proclamations probably helped to bring abou.t increas;d

law enforcement through focussing special attention on given acts.
SBP.• A. Bruce, Institutional Hiato§fi of Vµ-ginia in the Seventeenth
!, 609.610. -

Centu;i:z (New York& G. P. Putnamis Sons, 19 OT;

SUMMONS 1 OATH, CHA.ROE; AND PRESENTMENTS
So

tar severa1 points about grand juries have been discussed with

little mention being made of what wet on before the end results, pro-

tection and detection, could become :realities. It might be beet to
begin with the grand jury's relation to the county court.

The grand

jury was a body which could conduct investigations for the county court,

both in special matters and al.so as a general course of action.

In this

:respect it could be called the right band of the court.

As haa been mentioned previously, the grand jury served in a

fashion similar to that of a modem policeman. As such, one writer says

that there could be no institution designed to coopei;ate with the judicial powers in the detection and punishment of crimes more perfect than

that or the grand jury. He also cited that one of the most important
•
duties of a grand jury was to protect the innocent against "groundless

and malicious accusations" which were
where any person

~ht

all too frequent in a government

obtain and pursue a public prosecution at the

expense of the state.'9
There.fore, it seems that the grand jury was both detector as well

as protector, in many oases serving in two major capacities simultaneously.

Its duty was quite clear in that it was charged to detect offen-

ders, but at the same time poor evidence was to be considered as an

S9

Davis,!£•

E!•,

PP• 1-2.
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indication of innocence.

It could act at the direction or the county

court or of its ow volition. The individual grand jury could be good

o:r bad depending upon the county cou.rt 1 its foreman, and its own members.
OVerzea.lous grand jurors

$U.Ch

as Thomas Holmes (above) were

clearly overstepping their authority. _Men such as this hurt the system
more than they helped it. The system had no room for such men, although

they occasionally found a pl.ace on a panel,
'When an accusation was made by someone other than a grand jurorJ

it was the duty ot the grand

jU1"1

to examine the evidence they presented

care.tully1 in o:rder to insure that the innocent would be spared the
embarassment of a trial before a court.

This was clearl,y an important

responsibility.
I.

SUMMONS AND OATH OF OFFICE

As mentioned in.the acts above, it was the duty of the sheriff of
each county court to summon twenty... f our of the most capable freeholders

ot his county to serve as a grand jury. He was directed to do this by
the county court.

Failure of either ot these functions thwarted the

whole system and so, as we have found, tines were imposed upon thoae

failing to carry out the duties of their offices in this respect.
Originally these jurors were summoned or appointed some six

months in advance and they were supposed to be on the loo}t...out £or arq
and all breaches ot the law until their meeting. Later, howver 1 they
were summoned only a month or so be.f'orehand. They met and presented

their offenses and vere then dismissed.

47
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Ai'ter being presented. wlth a. summonsJ a grand juror was supposed

to report to court on a set date announced on the summons. If on that
date less than fifteen of the summonses

be sworn in and each

or

were obeyed, no grard jury could

those whose failure to appear caused the grand

jury to be short of the required £1.f'teen was fined.

61

If, however, ru-

teen or more showed up, no fines were forthcoming and the grand jury was
duly sworn in.

The official oath of the grand juey was not made l.av until 1792.

However, we can safely say that custom had dictated the oath which was
read into the law at that time.

Therefore, we can assume that tho fol-

lowing oath, taken by a grand jury 1n King and "ueen County, Virginia,
must have been quite similar to those used at earlier dates.

The !irst

part of this oath was directed to the .foreman of' the grand jury who was
either elected by the other members, or appointed by the county court.

The second part was directed to the remainder or the body.
You as foreman or this inquest shall diligently inquire into and
true presentments make of all such matters and things as shall be
given yau in charge or otherwise come to your knowledge touching
the present Service, you shall present no person throueh malice
Hatred or i l l will nor shall you leave any unpresented through

60
Scott,. 2E•

ill• 1
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.rear favor or ••• affection or for any l'eWrd hope or promise
thereof' but in all your present.men.ts you shall present the Truth,
the whole truth and nothing but the truth according to the best
or your skill and Judgement So help you God.

The same oath that A. B. your .foreman has now taken bet•ore you on

his part you.and each of you· shall well agi truly observe and keep
on your respective pa.rta So help you God.
II.

CHARGE TO GRAND JURY

4.f.'ter being sworn in the county grand jur;y was subject to a
In thiS charge would generall7

charge given by the presiding justiee,.

be found those or:tenses that the justice believed to be most importantJ
at lea.st as !ar as hi8 eou.ntzr was concerned. He might also include any

special charges or proclamations issued by the Assembly or the governor.

In the charge the justice would outline the duties and what
the grand

jury to

he

expected

accomplish.

Pe;rha.ps the charge of a juotice of Lower Norrolk County in 1662
will serve best as a good example of a county court's charge. This jus•

tice began his charge by mentioning many o!tenses againBt morality such

as sweaw.g, blaspherey', tornication and several others. He t.hen moved
on to moxe serious. orimes suoh as treason• murder,, and rape.

He pointe,d

out; however, that it punishment involved the loss or life or limb, the

county court could not try a lnWbreaker. Instead his case would be forwarded. to the General Court.1 which .eat in Jamestown at this timEt.

He

continued; instruct.il'lg the grand jury to present the coonty itself if it
62'
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tailed to erect a pillory, a pair or stocks,

and

ot.hor it.er.is.

He then

moved to oftenseo ooncomcd lfith ogriculture and closod 'With "By the
per!'onnance ot these (charges) you w1ll discharge your duties to God and

Kine and shov yourselves necessary rnenbors in promoting the cood
63
ot the cai:wonwealth."

to the

AB one can di.Deem
or1e1nal.

aJJ:io:it at nrst glance, these ohargeo vere not

What the presiding justice d1d va.s select the o!fenses vhich

grand juries woro directed to 1.nVeotigate

bly.
acts.

bJ acts or the Vire1n1a A8ecn-

na built hia charge around these special charcea aa st.ated in the
Ot

c~e

he could include any procla:lation charsea made by tho

governor, or a spec1al charge designed tor his locality 1! he v1shod.
He vu all.aved discretion 1n this matter, but 1¥).St frequently it is

t'ound that. the charge vu baaed upon the acta ot Assembly.
At least. ane county grand jur;r claimd ignorance

or

the lava

concerning what to present, and hov to preaent !or otren:ses. Whan
receiving its charge 1n June, 1685, a

gram

jury

ot Henrico Crunty,

art.er being sworn in and 1llpanelled 1 cla.i:M!d ignorance

cerning its tunctiona.

Som

or

the l..avs con-

ot the i:enbcrs vere obTiawsly unfnr:iiliar

or unsure ot hoV to go aboot per!om1ng their duties. Thererore, to
insure that all the

~rs

understood how the grazxl juey

V:18

to corxiuct

its attairs, the lava vera publicl,- read and explained to thee.

?hey

vere al.so ordered to take part1cul.ar mtice or thsi and the clerk

6J

Lover Norfolk Coo.nty Recorda, 1656-66, V1.rgin1a Historical
Soc1ot7 Library, P• .351.
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entered this upon the record.

64

Thus a 1'ailure to understand the duties

completely' cou1d have hampered this grand jury. Obv1oualy these grand

jurors were either sincere about doing their duty, or else seeking a way
They accomplished the first end, if' that is what they

to avoid serving.

desired, but were

thwarted.

in the la.st.
III.

PRESENTMEllTS

The last of the functions ot the grand jury was to make present•

ments. Originally this was probably t."le pr-.lJnal"J cause for having a
grand jury.

But gradually the idea came about that the grand jury could

be used to protect the innocent, and this took its place a1ongsido the

detection of o:tf'enses.
When making presentments, each ioombex- of a grand jury presented
bis o•m evidence and findings with his name Md those he presented urit-

ten into the county· record.a 1n many 1.nstancos. 65 It

'WtlB

the duty or tho

grand jury, headed by its foreman, to examine the evidence against a
suspect at this time.

It tras supposed to decide whether or not the evi-

dence was suf f'icient onough to bring about a conviction, or nt least to
hold the suspect. If enough evidence uas tound to eholl uith little
daubt that a suspect was guilty and that a probable conviction would be

won,, he was held for a trial before a petit jury.

61.i
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found to be weak or unconvincing then, he was released.
Only evidence against the suspect was heard at ttda time.

No

de.tensive argument was allowed. This would come later bei'ore a trying
jury..

Evidem:e rega.rdi.118 how busineso was actaally conducted by grand
juries during ·their maet:tngs 13 q,u'.tte hard to find.

records were kept,

in

No voluminous

.ta.et record.a ror·meetings a.re non-existent. Some

court records contain names of those presented and a bit mol1't inf'orma•

tion thaa others; but

mo~

have very little to say about grand juries.

Therefore, secondary sourci!!s have been sought and even here info:nnation
is sadly lacking. For these reasons this chapter is necessarily short.
However, it is reJ.t that the in1'ormation presented should sutfice to

supply' the reader with a pretty good picture ot the.actual functioning

o.t a grand jury.

A sampling 0£ presentments made in the various counties through-

out colonial. Virginia will now be shmm. The general types of crimes
committed. will be shown, and al.so an attempt has been made to show the
presentments made by different counties. 'lbia group
by no means e:r.haustive.

or

presentments is

Many, many more can be found in

the county

archives. ?lo effort has been ma.de to present a quantity or presentments, although the stat.istics to be gained from this might be interesting.

Instead, the presentments ehosen were chosen tor their representa-

tive features.

Many ware found .frequently in the records while some were

i.solated oases, but in general they represent all the presentments
uncovered thus far.

In general the same offenses were committed i'requently 1n all
areas.

Presentments tor cursing and offenses of like nature are perhaps

most numerous.

As one might assume, most

or

the presentments were con-

cerned with minor crimes. As you will remember, major crimes were for-

warded tor trial to the General Court..
I.

PRESEMTMENTS AGAlltST AVERAGE CITIZENS

1632 • June 14 - Wllliam Gallopin and Jane Champion, the wi.f'e 0£
Percifal Champion, were indicted tor mrder and conce~
the death of Jane•s child, later sentenced to be banged.
66
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16$4 • December - A Lower Nortolk County grand

jury tound true billa
for rornication, incontinence before the ca.rri.ac• ceremoey,
disregard or t.he prlcea n.xed by law 1n sol.l.1ng, a thef't or
com, the use of 1clproper voighta an:1 scales, IJXl vi01.at1on
ot the Sabbatb.67

168$ - A Ronrl.co County gram jury made presentments !or buildir:g
tobQcco cnsku or a larger size than the l.'1v pendttedJ
roi'using to grant the legal rates in r,rinding comJ a::dtti.ng
to keep steelya.rda 1n a r.iill.J conceal.1.nc a t1thableJ teOOing
tobacco oecondaJ p:.cld.ng g:rouM leaves, slips, o.nd rubbish
in hogsheadsJ and r~ to plant. in com the area prescribed by statute.

1692 - \/eetaoreland County - ca:x.m eveart.ng, adultery, fornication,
drunkenness, thert ot bota 1 neglect to plant com, failure to
attend clmrch, and to repair highvaya, aell.1.ng liquor without
a license, stopping pibllc roads, obstructing tho ri.nra vi.th
posts GI¥1 at.alces, an1 till.1.ng 1'1olda on ~.69

l.693 - Isle ot

W~t

disturbing the
ting

Coo.nty - "rliademeanor ot beating tho1r bout. and
a~,• atr1ld.ng a grand jury a.an, co.::dt-

incontinence. -,o

·

w1111aMba.rg 1 uonoral Court (?) - !1.ve ~
proaented tar •haTing a bastard,• tvo tor be~ drunk,

1721 - July Court, -

stopping the road, eleven persona tor not attending church,
aDl ono !QT not renai.n1ng in 11 Clll:rch ~ ti.mo or Devine

Service.•JJ.

1747 - ·~ 21 - Au~ Cowrt.y - .ri.Te
Lrealcera.•7

67
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1750 ... November 28 .. Augusta County - Jacob Coger presented for "a
breach of the peace, bY dr.1.ving hogs over the Blue Ridge on
the Sabbath Day'• • • uP

17$1 ..

Augusta County - James Frame presented 0 tor a breach
or the Sabbath in unnecessarily traveling ten zdles.«74

Mq· •

17$2 .. June 12 - Williamsburg• one rape and one felony - no true

bill.75

17$2 .... Decaro.her 12 • Williamsburg - one murder and two felonies ..
no true bill. 76

Such was t.he general complexion of the Virginia. grand jury sys-

tem• a presentments during the colonial period. It can readily be seen
that in a great number of cases religious or moral issues were at st.a.ks

as well as offenses pertaining to agriculture. As one can observe some
grand juries tended to be a great deal more active than others. Some
brought in many presentments, while some found f'ewer 1 and in some instan-

ces no presentments were made at au.77
II•

PRESElITMIDlTS .AGilllST OFFICIALS .MID MINISTERS

Most or too presentments found recorded in the archives were concerned with the average Colonial Virginia citizen. However, this was
definitely not a hard and fast rule.

-

?Jr.bid• , P•

It mu.st be remembered that the

7'5.

74rbid.
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1
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76Ib1d., December 1$, 1752.
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grand jury was responsible to the people* s welfare 1 1n many cases being

charged
and

to

present the county court itseli' !'or failing to obey the laws

regulations of the county and Qtate. Therefore, position or rank in

society was not supposed to deter a grand jury from seeking to do its
duty.

Undoubtedly many powerful officials were overlooked when found to

be acting suspiciously1 but this was not true in all cases. The records
hold many charges againSt these individuals.
Ministers, judges, and sheriffs were among those presented for
oftenees Which they bad committed, either in connection 'With their

office or as prtva:te citizens. Surely tthese men can be said to have

represented the most powerful and innuentdal segment of the population.
Some o! these presentments Will now be shown.
On October 161 1678 1 ministers and of£ie1als

0£

Lower Norfolk

County were presented tor not tttoooldng that the people catte to church

on the Lord. 1 s day to heere devine service according to the canons or the
Ohureh of England. . . . •

18

.

On May

.

31 1742, Rev. Thomas Blewitt was pre-

sented in Richmond. County "tor a Ccmmon Swearer" and vas cited ror pre-

vious charges ot drunkenness,

and

swearing on November $1 1739. 79

Another grand jur.r of Lower Norfolk County presented the local
justices !or failure to p.irchase weights and scales tor public use, to
hold terms or court f'or the proper lengths of time, to establish a
.
78Lower Norfolk Coun-t:z Virginia Antiquary
(BaltimoreJ Friedenwald

co., 1904),

v,

~-

.

19
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workhcuse, and to see that the usual procession for the preservation

or

mete$ and bounds was frequently repeated. 80 The Lower Norfolk County
grand juries se:em to have been especially active in respect to presenting

o.t"ficials.
In 1760 a magiatrate

jury

was

indicted by a Prince Edward County grand

tor swearing one oath. Another was indicted tor the same or.tense

in 17621 and in 1763 still another was

indic~d

and was subsequently fined twenty shill:Jngs.

81

tor swearing four oaths
Prince Ed.ward also

seemed to be quite fearless <>! the county justices. These official.a
W9l"6

not tried by the county courts of' course; for thiS wuld have

failed to serve the cause or justice. Instead they

we1"f!I

taken :t'.'or trial

to iiM Gener&J. Court to ensure less intimidation and greater justice.

82

Not even sheritts were tree from the presentments of the grand
jury.

It has been a widely accepted fact -for quite some time that the

sheriff o! a county was one of the most important, if not the moat
important, men in.the county.

Undoubtedly' this is true, but not even

this :fact caused some grand 3urles to !"alter in doing their duties. In

April of 1676 Thot'l.aS Chamberlayne was commissioned sheritt

or Henrico

County. His position, however important, did not seem to merit or

80
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deserve a great deal of his respect though, for it failed to interfere
with his rowdy behavior.

On April 301 16791 he was presented by th&

Henrico grand juey for being drtink and fighting like a common laborer.
For this actiott 1 he was suspended .f'ran his d.utie$ by the Governor and

Council who heard his tria'l and decided upon his case.

83

At first glance one might begin to think that the presentments
made against these high ranld.ng members of society might be a brash move

on the pa.rt or a semi-educated group such as the grand jury seemed to be.

It has al.ready been shown how, in most cases, these groups were semieducated; but when one finds that the foreman. ot a grand juey was often

one of' the leading lawyers of thtl area, it is more eaaily understood.
Charles liolden and John Tankard,. both leading lawyers on the Eastern

Shore

or Virginia,

were often found serving in this capacity. 84 Thus

it c;m be seen that with proper leadership and guidance in the right

dil"eotion, the grand jury could be quite effective in ensuring that laws

were carried out in the counties ..
SUMMARY
From

these presentments it can be concluded that some counties

were using the grand jury system to effective advantage.

By the time or

the Revolution the.county grand juries had done outstanding jobs in some

cases simply because the whole system was slowly coming to lite. Most

5tl
0£ the grand juries were not doing what they were capable of doing, nor

what was expected ot them., Otherwise there would not have been so
proclamations and acts reemphasizing the duties of the system.
eighteenth century1 though, marked a. steady progression

of the system, for it improved steadily if not fast.

maey

The

or effectiveness

By the end o:f the

eighteenth century it had become accepted and given important responsibilities, which shall be reviewed later.

Du.e to the number or presentments made and continued legislation
which placed new am 1.ncreaaingly varied and important duties upon them,
the grand juries mst have been doing a fairly presentable job ror the

conditions under which they had to operate. At least a job done well
enough to warrant added trust.
In mSl\r cases grand 3ur1es failed to be intimidated by the power
and influence

ot local officials. As shown above,

many grand juries tlid

not fail to present these officials it they were !ound committing offen-

ses.

I;f

the system could stand 4gainst these persons, surely it nmst

have been an accepted part ot the count,- court system.

Since these

officials were the roost important men in their localities, a less permanent or accepted means or detection would have been ignored.

CHAPTER VII
GENERAL COUin' GRAND JURY

So tar the General Court grand jury hu been d1acussad cml.)' 1n
conjunction vitb tho county court grard jurlea.

Thia bu been done

since there vaa little legislation paaeed vh.1.ch vas directed at the

General Court grand jury prior to the poriod ot the ReTolution.

Although

the General Court bad been using a grand jury far quite acne ti.De, ita
major importance cc:ie about during and arter the .Revolution.

\11th thia

1n Jl11nd it should au!tice to say that lllO&t or the t\mctions and duties

ot the early General Court grand jur1ea vere Ter'/ 81mllar to those ot
the county courts.

Ot course, the Goneral Court. ba.ndled more ilrportant

ca.sea, but procedure

am

tunctions vere tor all practical purposes the

same.

First it J:light be vell. to diacus• the
COl1rt. itaaU eo that a
be !ormlated.

eood. idea or

dnelo~t

or the General

this import.ant jud1c1al body

~ht

.Uthough the General Court vu later to becoa the )14h-

eet and moat. povertul court in Virginia, it vaa subordinate to the
Assembly1 as a judicial. body 1 until near tho erd or the seventeenth century.
c1.n1.a.

menta

Until thia tbm the

Asaemb~

aerred aa the Supreme Court 1n V1r-

The r1rat day or every session vu dtrroted to
and

he&~

preaent-

1D11ctc.cnta made b7 grand jurl.ea ot the counties, and to

1nqu.1r1ng into

a:rq abuaoa 'Which 111.tht haTe been practiced by judgoa or

60
juries.85
Appeals lay !rOlll the General Court to the Assembly until around
86
16801
when Lord Culpeper, taking advantage of a dispute between the

.
87
Council and the Hause, secured a roj'"tl].. order forbidding such appeals.
Thereafter, the General Court ·wae regarded as the highest court in Virginia.

Appeals lay .from it directly to tho King.

88

Jamestow was the first site occupied by the General court.

was held there until around 1700, at which
Plantation.

It

time it was moved to Middle

This site was to become lmown as Williamsburg. 89 For the

most part the General Court was regarded by its contemporaries as being

just in its dealings with those brought. before it. One contemporary
held a rather exalted opinion.of the Court saying "wherein as greate
care is taken to make the laws and pleadings upon them easy and obvious
to ever:r mans understanding as in other parts they doe to keep them a
miste:ry to the people •• •"

The basic .fundamentals were brought over

· from England, but those parts giving opportunity for trickery or delays

85Hening 1

,21?• _ill., ll 1 108.

86Thoma.s J. Wertenbaker, The.Shaping ot Colonial Virginia (New
Yorks Russell e.nd Russell,

!!.12.

1958), p.

2~

-

87Percy Scott Flippen, The ~al. Govel"ntlent in Virginia, 162h-

(New Yorke Colombia Univerait~9J 1 p.

88J ou1nal

or

jo7.-

-
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Library, 1915}, pp. t ; 196. -

-
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were done awaywith. 90 If' this was tru1y the case, the General Court
was truly a commendable body!
Until 1777 the General Court was composed of the governor and his
9l
Council of State.
The governor presided ovar the Court, and the pre-

sence ot at least t:Lve members was necessary tor the transaction o:t busi..
ness. 92 It met twice a ;rear, in i\pril and in October. ttit was supreme
in all cases in chancery, kings beneh1 common pleas, exchequer, admir-

alty• and ecclesiastical matters, and no appeal was allowed but to the
King in Council." It had original. Jurisdiction 1n all oases above sixteen pounds sterling and heard appeals from the county courts.93
The county court served as a court

or

inquiry in serious offenses.

It could mete out severe punishment to slaves 1 but serious critles com...
mitted by freeholders had to be tried by the General Court.94
II. DEVELOPMfilfr OF GENERAL COURT .U'TER 1777

In 1777 the composition or the General Court was changed.

The

90cyrus Harreld Karraker, The Seventeenth Centur,r Sheriff: A Com-

~rative

SCudy or the Sheriff in!lilgland and the Chesaoeake Colonies--ChapeI' Hill, l~.d.1 "flie UiiiversRY 'OrNortb baroliria Presa,
1'9.30) 1 PP• 110-113.
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Virginians lid.shed to set up a General Court which would exclude the gov•
emor and his council. the Revolution made this poS$ible, and since the
people wished to have a separation ot powers. it was done.
According to the new .f'omat, tive judges ware ·to be elected by a
jo.int ballot of both houses of the General Assembly. These judses we?$

to hold office for only so long as their actions were ·approved• Any

three ot

th~ae

judges composed a quorum and could eit and conduct busi-

n$as in the usual mannor.
Court sessions were to be held semi-annually, in March and in

0etober1 each of the terms lasting twenty days or more.

The Court was

not necessar;Uy to be held in Williamsburg.for the site was to be chosen

at a later data. However, in October, 1717 1 Williamsburg was chosen as

the siteJ bu:-. prov1aion was also made that. after a two year period, i f
9
desired, the site of the Court could be changed. S
By Ma:; of 1778, it was found that e.."ttra court sesnions were

needed to prevent the delay or juotice. Therefore, additional ones uere
96
provided for, one in Juno, the other in December.
This should serve to present a general idea of what the General

Court was, and how it i\metioned. Ncroi the grand jury f.'or the General

Court will be discussed..

95Ilening_. .21?.•

~· 1 IX, 401.

96Ibi.d.. p. 461.
1

-·
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III. GENERAL COURT GRAND JURI

Grand juries of the General Court could take action with regard
to all criminal offenses, except that those in which the penalty was
less than twenty shillings ca.me to be excluded by act of Assembly.

97 ln

actual practice, however, the greater part of the General Court' e busi-

ness consisted

or considering

indictments and presentments sent up by"

the county courts. ntese were ma.de against of'£enders suspected of more

.

serious charges than the county courts could handle.

98

The grand juries 6Ul'llln0Iled to appear at the time ot the meeting of
the

General Court originally were chosen from. among "the moat able and

discreet Men in Town.u A rather interesting controversy a.rose as to the
proper method of choosing them, a controversy having nothing to do with
the administration of colonial justice, but growing out of the methods
0£ colonial political practices.

It seems to have been a common prao..

tiee for grand juries gathered at the capitol to express their opinions
on things in general.t and on the administration 0£ the royal governor in

particular. It became an advantage, therefore, for the govern.or to have
a group of grand jurors chosen who could b.e counted on to pass on a
;audatory resolution, which he could modestly forward to the Board ot
Trade a.s an indication of general. public opinion.

1702• One such govemor greatly desired this, for
97Ibid.,

98

v, 523.

-

Scott.. .2E.• cit. 1 P• 69.

taking

matters
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into his own hands, Governor Nicholson sent outside the capitol for a
foreman for the grand jury. He also gave orders to the sheritr as to
choosing or excluding other members. Thia led to a great deal of criti..
cism and was probably one

or the main reasons

that the Assembly, 99 While.

100
revising colonial laws in 170S,
took .de.finite action and ordered that
the grand jury

a.t the Oeneral Court should

be chosen from among the by-

standers at the court. The int.ention seemed to be that in this way the

"most capable persons.tt might be chosen.101
Another move in

i7og

General Court grand .1tu7•

tended to focus special attention on the
Although it did not say a great deal about

the General Court grand jury, this was probably the mosi; complete act
concern~

grand juries tor the General Court up to this time.

It

stated in pa.rt. "Whereas the city of Williamsburg is so placed that persona may easily evade being S'W'llnoned to attend the General Court, as
grand jurors • • • or to be taken upon any precept

or

the said court,

unless the power of the sheri.ff1 and hia officers attending the said
court be enlarged," it was 1 therefore, duly passed that the sherifi' and
hie assistants 'Who attended the General Court wex-e empowered to summon
grand jurors during the sitting or the Court.

They could cummon these
102
men to serve from allot Williamsburg and ha.1£ a mile around.
Men

· 99Ibid., P• 70.

-

~· 1 P• 88,
lOlScott, 21?• ~·, P• 71.
lOOHowe, .2f•

l02aening, .2£• c:l,.t., .III, .303.
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were avoiding sunmonsea by simply stepping outside the Williamsburg
11mits. This act was designed to make it a little more difficult to do

thie.
Partly due to the actions of' Governor Uicholson, the above act
was quickly modified.

In October, 17051 additional powor vas afforded

the sheriff attending the General Court.

He wns enabled to summon by-

standers at the court to serve on the grand jury provided they were

freeholders.

To :1.naure that only the most capable citizens were chosen

to serve, the act continued with "it shall be lawful for the said general court,, upon the first or second day of their sitting, to make a
rule, for the sheriff, or other officer, attending the court, to SUil!lllon
twenty-four peraons as aforesaid to attend the court for a grand jury."
.Failure to appear might result in a fine or !our hundred pounds of
103
.
tobacco.
Therefore, it seems that summoning bystanders to serve on
a grand jury would be resorted to only as the occasion demanded.

-1748.

In October, 1748 1 an act was passed which repeated previous

prarlsions concerning grand juries.

Thia act was concerned mainly with

the county courts, but it did make sonevhat brle!' mention of the General
Court grand jury.

It restated the

~rovision

that the sherif£ attending

the General Court should summon a grand juey from among the bystanders
attending the court.

A limitation was placed upon this body at this

time, however, for no cases could be examined unless the penalty was
more than twenty shillings or two hundred pounds of tobacco.
103~·,, pp. -367-371.

Also, no
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General Court grand jury was to make a presentment upon the knowledge of
104
less than two or its members.

1717• With the revision of the laws
1

in

1777

and the provision

for a new arrangement for the General Court, which has already been discussed above, a new act was passed concerning grand juries for this body.

The Assembly must have been fairly well satisfied with the organization
of the grand jury, for at this time it simply rewrote provisions contained in earlier acts.

The change in government demanded a reenactment

of the laws, and this provided a chance to include many provisions under
one act. In this way the rules and regulations concerning the grand
juries could be found much more easily.

The provisions

or this

act should be discussed since it contains

all the provisions considered worthwhile by contemporary Virginians.

The sheriff of the county in which the General Court was to be held was
ordered to sunnon twenty-four .freeholders, •qual.1.f'icd as the laws
require," to serve on a grand jury.

This was to be done before every

General Court.

Therefore, the same grand jury would not serve two times

in succession.

On the sixth day of the Court, the grand jury was to be

empanneled, composed of at least sixteen of the twenty-four freeholders
summoned.

Prior to this time fifteen had been the minimum rmmber

required in order to swear in a panel.

These sixteen men were to

inquire of and present 'hll treasons, murders, felonies, or other misdemeanors whatever, which shall have been committed or done within this

l04Ibid.,

v, 523-524.
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Oommonwealth.n Upon any indictment for a capital._o££ense being made by
the grand jury, the judges were to bring the offender before a petit or
tr;ying jury.

No grand jury was to make a presentment upon its own knowledge

upon the intormation of less than two of its mimber, nor where the pen-

alty was less than twenty shilllngs or two hundred pounds of tobacco:.
Evory person summoned to appear for duty on a grand jury and £'ailing to

do so, unless having a good excuse, could be fined up to four hundred
10$

pounds of tobacco.

This act was by tar the most comprehensive act passed which was
concerned mainly w1th the General Court grand jury.

There were very few

acts devoted entirely to this body, aoo there was really no great need
£or them.

Since the grand juries of both county aoo General Courts

served in the same capacity, acts could be made to concern both. At the
end

or

an act concerning counties, a clause could be added making it

apply to the General Court also.

developed simultaneously.

In this way, up to a point, both bodies

There were exceptions

were not so numerous· until the Revolution.
between the two werea

or

course, but these

The two main differences

(1) the General Court grand jury could decide on

more serious offenses, and (2) the General Court's jurisdiction embraced

the entire state.
10$

~.,

n, 417.
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IV. SPECIAL DUTIECJ
l779-Est1mate tobacco

£rice~

£!?!_ Assemb1y.

In

May1

17791 the

grand jury of the General Court acquired an ad.ditional duty and respon-

sibility. It was empowered to estimate tobacco

price$~

this estimate to

be used to pay nwmbers 0£ the General Assembly, since their salaries were

paid in tobacco.

106

However, problems soon arose here since members

or

the Assembly

were also eligible !or duty on the grand jury. It was, therefore, pos-

sible for high estimates to be made by tha grand jury1 if mtmibers

0£

the

grand jury ware also members of the Assembly. Thus an increase in
sallary might easily have been brought about by a grand jury which was
partial to its own economical. well-being. A :favorable est:tma.te could be

illade which would greatly enhance a. politician's chances in the Assembly.
Realizing that this problem could easily arise, the Assembly
passed an additional act which excluded members o! the Assembly from.
duty on the grand jw:y. Candidatee £or a seat in the .Assembly were also

to be excluded.

107

1772-Eatin}ate tobacco prices

l.2.!'. Y±nfini,a

~·

In 1779 VU.

ginia. vas setting up a fund "to borrow money for the use ot the United
States, and for

~ther

purposes. 0 Bf an act

or

the Assembly at this time,

the judges of the General Court were ordered to appoint grard jurors to

106

~··

x,

29...30.

lO?lbid., P• lOh.

estimate tobacco prices. This was done to ensure a set value for the
money borrowed; and the principal and interest to be paid* This was
quite necessary since tobacco prices were in such a constant state of

variation. A rider attached to this act stated that ovmers of certificates tor raising money could not be members of the grand jury for esti..
108
.
mating tobacco prices.
Again this provision tended to eliminate the
chance of a partial estimate being made,

That this duty was placed in the hands of the grand jµry is in
itself quite revealing.,

From thiS evidence it rmu:lt be concluded that

the gr.and jury of the General Court had won a place of respect be.fore
the eyes of the people., Its l!IBmbers must have been worthy, otherwise

this duty would never have been given to them, The

nmost

worthy and

discreet men o:t townn most certainly were being chosen to serve.
V.

SUMMARY:

By 1780 the grand jury for the General Court had been provided

£or by act of Assembly and had proven to be worthy. As we have seen1
its developnent moved along similar lines with the grand juries of the
countie$ until about the time of the Revolution.

By this t:Urie it had

become an integral part of the Virginia. judicial system, The new state
of Virginia had included it in its laws vi.th little or no changes being
made.

This in itself is evidence of its general acceptance.

In addition to its regular duties, it had acquired additional

108

-

.

Ibid. 1 PP• 182-168.
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ones, and important ones at that.

It va.s to estimate tobacco prices in

order to ensure proper pay for the Assembly, and also to ensure that
money borrowed for the war effort would be repaid fairly.

In addition,

all serious of.tenses in the state were to be tried before the General

Court.

Therefore, the grand jury £or this Court had become a very

important body1 both in theory and in fact.

OH.APTER VIII

DISTRICT CO\JR?S AND GRAND JURY
The highest court in the colony or Virginia. was the General Court

sitting in W:1Uiam.S.burg.

After the Revolution had begun and indepen•

dence was won this was oont.1nued1 although, as has been shO'Wn above,
under a somewhat ditterent arrangement. In general, justice was being
carried out by the General Court.

It; was serving its purpose as well

as possible under the oircu.mstances.

But there were

two big problems

facing the General Court, time and distance. By having all major offenses brought before the General Court, these two problems were quite
important.

Sometimes a prisoner had to remain in jail !or long periods of

t:Uae before being brought to trial. others, released on bail, had a
trial hanging over their heads .f'or a l.ong wait. Even when brought to

trialt the transportation of witnesses from long distances to Williams.
burg was a large problem; not to mention the time element involved.

This became more and more evident as time passed, and in 1788 the
General Assembly decided that "delays inseparable from the present con-

stitution ot the General Court may o.tten be equal to the denial o! justice." The expense of criminal prosecution was unnecessarily burdensome
tdth violations ot the law frequently passing with impunity because of
the "dii".ficulty of attendance by witnesses.nl09 Therefore, they decided

109

Bradshaw, 2.£•

.sll• 1 P• 221.
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to establish district courts to ensure faster justice.
I.

-1786.

DISTRICT COURTS

Because of the obvious need for them, the Assembly voted

to establish several district courts throughout Virginia in 1788. It

stated that these courts were needed to ensure faster and nDre evenly
distributed justice throughout all parts of the state. Three judges
were added to the nine already serving on the General Court, and these
110

judges conducted the district courts, two being assigned to each court.
~-Kentuckz

district.

concerned with district courts.

The above was not the first act passed
In May of 1782 "an act for establishing

a district court on the western waters" had been passed and a grand jury
provided tor in the Kentucky district.

This grand jury greatly resembled

the General Court grand jury, indeed it served in practically the same

capacity., Twenty-four freeholders were SU111noned. From these, sixteen
at least composed the grand jury1 just as the General Court grand jury
needed sixteen 1n order to be sworn in.

The county court: still had

tif'teen as its mininalm number.
The main dit.f'erence between the General Court and the district
court grand juries was quite simple,

The district court in the Kentucky'

district did not have to follow the usual procedure in disrni.ssing its
grand jury.

It could dismiss the grand jlU'y' "whenever necessary" and
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order another t..o be NililOn8d.
o:r a bad point. u \he
rep~

lll

TlWI

O&H ai.&bt. be.

Jd.&bt. be canat.naed t..o be a good
A

poor grand juJ7 could be

mch .ore •uil.7 1 bu.\ at. th• aam t.iall a Ju•Uoe oould

Thia

or

~roTiai~

the court..

vu probably 1.noluded tor one 1:19ort.ant. nucn.

Tlw lent.uc1c)' dUt.rlct vu at.Ul rat.Mr rough, unaet.t:.led OOUSl\.J'J'

u...

h18

In •it.her ouo, 1t. vu lett.

paver to item h1s ovn end.I 1t he aav f1t..
to th• diacret.1on

UH

at. that.

Wbll1 reT19ving U>e d.1tt1.calt.1. .. ot the eaZ'lJ &"2¥1 JuriM 1.a the

Tidnater anu, the

A.8•mblr probabl.7 tel\

court 0>uld be carrl.td ca\ non

!12!•

e.tticu~

t.bA UMt tunc1.1.ou

1t

~Tided

ot

U..

,,._ \b t.?'.U pawr.

lot. unt.il loT-.r1 1792 1 -.. a nall.7 OOili;llZ•hml1n act

puaed CODMrn1.nc 1rand jurl• 1n tJw district cOW"t..e.

Prior to t.hia

t.!M t.heae bod1e• had 'beci rwa aocordirc to act.a pl'O"f'i.ded tor COW1t.7
ad

o-rai Court. crad jurlea. In

t.he 1792 &Cl.

the count.7 and Oenen.l CClllU'ta " " no N or
bM.:r on t.he dist.rlct. court.

Pl'O'fieicna were

wtwre

u...

la•• repea toed and -.de \o

•t..t.i!lc that.

u.

ablrl..'t o.t U4h cowity

a diat.rlct cCIQ.J"\ w.a to be held ahoW.d nc:&OD twnt.y-tOW"

or

alll•,

d.1.atric:t court, an tbt tint. dq t.hlreot. •

coa.ld be ~

traa IUf1

•ot

\ob.a

tbt d.1.atr1.ct, not. be1~ ordinary k:Np«ra,

const.ahlM, 9!1lr"ft7'0" or hithll'a78, or ooeuplan ot

.w:cted.1.A&

tor

JftDd Jurl •.

~

- t . d.1.9cJ"Mt. trffbolden

\.be

pl"OTUiou

cor..m\7 1.a the di•t.rla\ aad were

t..o •P'PMZ' at.

1'l-••• ara
t.o

~ire

and p:reMG\ all lt\.re&.tOM, mrd.en, teloa.1N 1 or other 1118dw11unon

ot

7h
whatsoevern occurring within the district.

If the eaid number did not

appear on the first day, the sherif.t could swmnon freeholders to serve
from the byatandere at the court.ll2

II. SUMMARY
The district courts were provided for in Virginia since transportation and communication were both dif.ticult and slow. In addition
General Court sessions were simply too far apart. Quicker, speedier
trials were almost an absolute neceseity in order to assure Virginia 1a
citizens of justice.

These courts vere created to avoid having an

innocent man sit in jail tor two or three months before being brought

to trial. This had been happening.
At the very inception of this court system, we find the grand
jury.

Therefore, another vote ot confidence was paid to this boey.

ll2
SIUIDlel Shepherd, 'lhe Statutes at
Shepherd, 1835) 1 I, 17.
-

~

o.t Virginia (Richmond1

-

CHAPTER IX
FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS OJl COUNTY AND GENERAL

coma

ORA.ND JU!UES

I. A<l! OF 1792
The act of 1792 which concerned district courts was
to the county and General Courts.

al.no

applied

The sheriff' ot each county and the

"sarjeants" from the cities of Williamsburg, Richr.tond, and the borough
or

Norfolk~

and other corporations within the Commonwealth were to sum-

mon grand jurors quarterly to present offenders from the previous twelve
month period, unless otheI'ldse directed by law. \1ben a presentment was

made, it should always contain the name and surname of the prosecutor or

intomer. The town or county in which he resided, and the title or
position he held were al.so to go on the presentment papers to ensure
that no mistake would be made.

The oath to be taken by every grand juey

.was aJ.ao made law at this time. 113 It was the

SEU'\e

as the one mentioned

already rrom King llJld Queen County. So this oath was in use even before

it was made into law.
Inhabitants of corporate towns were not to serve as grand jurors

ot the counties in which they lay1 since the interests or
dwellers were often dissimilar.
poration

CO'J.rt

town and county

Every grand jury for a county or cor-

was empowered by thio act to present aJ.1 offenses "made

pena1 by the laws" of Virginia.

Houever 1 the recovery ot fines was to

76
be directed by other laws.

In a presentment to a county or corporation

court of a crime whose penalty did not exceed :f.'ive dollars 0£ three 11Ull..

dred pounds or tobacco, or to a district court not exceeding twenty dol•
lars or one thousand pounds or tobacco, no information was filed.

The

offender wns to be summoned at least ten days before court was to be
held, and was to be tried without a jury.
Also eveey freeholder summoned to appear for grand jury duty and
failing to do so, without a good excuse, could be fined up to eight

dollars, replacing the old tour hundred pounds o:r tobacco clause. Failure to attend the courts for grand jury duty was a common problem, and
uill be discussed later.
Perhaps the most impor"..ant :mbject contained in this act nas a
part which had not been mentioned previously in acts conoerning gr.md

juries.

This part, concerned certain immunities and privileges to be

extend.Gd to members of grand ju:ries,

It stated that "Grand jurors shall

be pi"ivileged from arrests in all cases, except treason, .felony and

breaches of the peace during their attendance at court, coming to and
returning from thence, allowing one day for every twenty mileo from
their places or O'Abode, all such arrests shall be void. u This was a. very

important development which could be ot the utmost importance in mara)"

cases. It would ensure that grand jurors could not 'be arrested on
trumped up charges in order to prevent them from making their presentments. AJ.Eo, this would assure the courts that all presentments would

be brought betore them.
Since grand jurors had died from t:im.e to time after being sworn,

11
or had become sick, it was made lmrtul for the court to cause others to
be sworn in his or their stead.
bribe, a penalty

or

l£ any member

ot a grand jury took a

ten times what he received was to be imposed.

Fin•

aJ.1y since some sherlt!s were still failing to summon grand juries, a

penalty of twenty dollars was to bo paid for this failure.

ll4

II. ACT OF 1793
An act

passed in 1793 proves to be very interesting and somelrhat

surprising at first thought.

Prior to this time no provision had been

made as to c1 tizeno~dp qualifications and membership or a grand

ju~r.

Theoretically 1 anyone could become a member of a grand jury1 no matter
how long he had been in an area, or whether or not it was his permanent
residing place.

As long as he

was a freeholder, that is.

At first one might think that this was a great oversight on the
part o£ colonial lawmakers,

but with a little fUrther consideration it

mAY not have been aa great a mistake as first imagined.

Revolution, Virginia's population was quite static.

Prior to the

There was a

now to

the west, to the east, and elsewhere.

In addition to this new settlers

were arriving at frequent intervals.

It, therefore, became necessary to

overlook suoh matters as citizenship qualifications, at least as tar as
the lawmakers' part was concerned.
o:t

However, when left to the discretion

the county courts and sheriffs- it seems safe to assume that no great

miata.kes wero inade often.

-

ll4_rbid • ., PP• 18-19.
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But by December, 179.3, it was found that citizenship and perma-

nent residence was becoming more necessary, at least more apt to work at
A more stable population wa.s probably the reason

this time than before.

Therefore, .an act was passed requiring all grand jurors to be
115
citizens of Virginia.
Another important qualification had been made

for this.

into law.

III. ACT OF l79S
The above act

or

1792 concerned with district, General, and

county grand juries was by tar the most comprehensive act passed concerning grand juries.

Its articles contained all the !omer provisions

which had proved to be valuable in governing the makeup

or

the grand

jury1 and also contained new provisions designed to greatly improve this

body.

Even so, it was soon to be found lacking, for in December, 1795,

amendments were made.

or

When a presentment was made upon the ini"ormation

two or more grand jurors, the names of the grand jurors giving the

infonnation were to be endorsed at the toot or the presentment.

the name

or

Also

any witness or witnesses were to be placed at the foot ot

the presentment. In none ot the above mentioned cases was the person
or persons so informing to be liable to costs.

Another amendment set f'orth at this time allowed any "ordinary
11$
Acts Passed At A General Assemblz of the Commonwealth or Virs!nia Begun and Held atthe Capitol, in The
of RicfuliOiid on ROndaj,
The TwCnt;r-FirSt ~y
October, One TiioUSa'n even Hundred and NfuetzTfiree Riclunolids
guatine DaVis, 1794), P• 24:--

or

T}r

19
keepers, surveyors of a highway, or omier or occupier of a mill to serve

.

·.

on grand juries in district and General Courts.

ll6

lfo information has

been £ound so far as to why these occupations were made an exception.

IV. SUMMARY
These three acts contained many important clauses. Immunities
and privileges fr0111 arrests were not the least of these. With this
regulation all presentments could be made on time. Corporate towns and
county interests were both recognized and grand jurors were to be selected according to these interests.

~law

appointments could now be made i t

death or sickness ocaurred. Citizenship became a necessary q,ualification for membership on a grand jury, a very important decision indeed.

Since some grand jurors had probably been prosecuted .tor their

actions against citizens while in the act of doing their duty as grand
jurors, they came to be protected against suit. Citizens could not

prosecute them for their action, so long as they had been doing their

duty. All these acts were quite important in ensuring that the grand
jury

system 1tould improve, and continue to serve the public interest

well.
ll6

~•1 P•
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CHAPTER X
SPECIAL CHARGES DURING AND AFEER THE PERIOD

OF THE REVOLUTION
During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries general laws and.

regulations concerning number serving on grand jury, their duties, pen-

alties, immunities 1 qua.J.ifications, and other important.aspects 0£ the
grand jury were tairl.y vell provided for.

The period during and after

the Revolution was an especially fertile time ror improving the system.
We have already' discussed the general laws concerning grand juries during this period.

Now let us review some ot the more

importan~

special

charges issued during this time. They were mainly concentrated on
several general areas, taxing• tobacco, voting, tippling (drinking)
houses, gambling, religion, and general crime.
I.

1729. As early

&t!I

TAXES

1759 the county courts had been ordered to

particularly charge the grand jurors to inquire who had .failed to deliver to the clerk ot the court an account of wheel-carriages and of land
owned.

This was to be done so that the county might be able to tax this

property. If a citizen.tailed to deliver an account of his holdings to
the clerk, he was to be presented to the court. Upon presentment by the
grand jur.r1 the court could summon offenders and try them without a
jury.

The original. intent of this act was designed to enforce the tax-

ing regulations in order to provide money

for an

ad.~ate

defense of the

81
0010%J1'ell7

The tax problem vu nothing new to V1.rgin1&.

~

the seTen-

teenth centuey the colonists became increaa1.ngJ.1 discontent onr taxes.
Protests and r:aitinies occurred in

1673 1 167u 1 and 167S again.st taxation.

One recent writer claima that t.hia problem prorlded acre aat.erial tor

llB
the background or rebellion..
Governor Culpeper, 1n t.be l.ate BeTenteentb centuey, -.de eneral
suggestions t.o

~rove

tax condition.I in V1rg1n1a.

He agreed vith those

'Who vere critical or Virginia'• t.&X lava, saying that taxes were unequal,
high, and burdenso?:le.
lection or taxes.
the tax load.

Fraud vu also a .trequent ocCWTence in t.he col-

K1m7 managed to aT01d paying their proper share

ot

Realising this 1 Governor Otilpeper proposed to place t-he

paver or taxation under the direct supeni.Dion or the Brit11h gonrnment..

Be rnored this step tor tvo rea.aonss

(l) t.he V1.rg1n1a Aa1e11bl.1

meant voll when managing the t.ax atnioture, but orten lliaappl1ed the
lavlJ (2) some sort

ot 1.Mpeetion ayst.ea vu nffded, and 1t eeeaed

to

Culpeper that the British ganr:ment waa in the best. poa1t1on and 111ch
better prepared to bring it into

be~. 119

Despite his ad:Tice tax probl.a contimed t.o plagne the co).oq.

117

Hen1ng 1

~·ill••

VII,

264.

UBPJ..cbard L. Kort.on 1 Colo:U.al. V1$!.n1& (Chapel Hill, N. C. s Tha
Uainnity or Korth Ca.rol.1na Freas, 19(;()),l, 22$-226.

119
Ibid., p. 302.
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With V1rg1n1a •s class supremacy,

120

the upper classes did not wish to

pay, and the lower classes were unable to pay.121

-

1762. The latter halt or the eighteenth century round Virginia

still seething over the tax problems. These saine problems plus a few
added by the British were to precipitate var at a later date, but in

1762 the Virginia As,sembly sought a solution to the tax di!ficulties.
In that year "an act tor the better and more regular coUeot.1.ng the

lio taxes"

-~a

pu~

passed. This contained a more adequate provision to aid

in discovering those who were avoiding paying their taxes.

lt. was an

obVious effort to discover tax dodgers so that evecy man might be .forced
to pay his proper share+

At every court held in the counties 1n November, the county
clerks were charged to deliver to the grand jury "a list of lands, tith•
ables, and wheel carriages• taken in his county that year." The county
court was charged to, in turn, charge the grand jury to examine this

list and make presentments for "every concealer of land, tithable,. and
wheel carriage," • •• Offenders were to be tried Without a jury.122

This helped matters somewhat, but still failed to solve all the problems.
120 .

.

Morris Talpalar1 The Sociolog! of Colonial V1!:fainia (Mew York&
Philosophical Library, 1960),pp, 268-2 a;-

121i.ouise A•. Reams, "Taxation in Virginia During the Revolution"
(unpublished Master's thesis, The University of Richmond, Va., 1916),
p. 6.
122
'
Hening, 21?.• ~., VII,

54.
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1770-Resentment against taxes.

Resentment against what vore

considered to be extremely high and unjust taxes was so great in eome
areas that members or the counties ref'Used. to serve on grand juries.
17701 as a result

or

In

acts goveming religion and taxes, ten men 1n Caro-

line County re.f."Used to serve on the grand ju:ey. As a result each of
these men was fined three hundred and filly pounds

or

tobacco.

These men thought that the lavs concerning religion, which

assured them

or

anything but freedom

or

religion, were unjust.

They

were also greatly incensed against the tax lave, and therefore re1'lsed
to serve on the grand jury since doing this would necessitate their aid-

tax collecting.

1ng in

At this time negro slaves over tifteen years or age were taxed,
while indentured servants and tree white males over seventeen were also
It was also revealed that each set or
12.3 a practice
wheels under a passenger vehicle was taxed at this time,
on t.he list ot taxable items.

which would surely lmrt transportation comps.nies and others whose livelihood. depended upon their vehicles.
rate

or

tive pounds ot tobacco.

the light

or

Each tithable was taxed at the

This does not seem to be at all high in

present day thinking, but to contemporaries it was probabl)"

excessively high.

Perhaps they hated the idea

or

taxation more than the

reality.

!11!•

Despite this growing aversion to taxation the Assembly was

123T. E. Canpbell 1 Colonial Caroline, A His~ of Caroline
Countz, Virginia (Riohmonds The Diotz Press, !no. 1 94), p, 457.
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left with no choice except to continue taxing. Otherwise, how would the

government be paid tor? Increased taxation was begun by the Assembly
when it decided to provide mol'e complete tax laws, thereby a.voiding .con-

tusion. On October 25, 17711 one such law was passed.

stated that before each April 10 a tax

or

Its provisions

twenty shillings was to be

paid for each ncoach, chariot, or other !'our wheel carriage (except

wagons) and ten shillings tor every chair or two wheel chaise.• This

eliminated complaints rrom wagon owners.
Every owner ot these items was ordered to give a list ot these,
plus their tithables to the county clerk. The duty was to be collected
by the sheri.f.f' who

October

was to turn the money over to the treasurer prior to

25 1 deducting 5% as his fee for collecting these taxes.

In November each county court, while swearing in the grand jury,
was to charge it to inquire arter those seeking to evade paying these

taxes. or.renders were ordered to be denied a. trial by jury.
legislators probably denied offenders the right

or

12h The

trial by jury 1n

order to avoid having juries release offenders because

or

sympathy !or

their feelings on this matter.

-

1782. One further act. in October, 1782, issued not under British

leadership, but strictly by- the Virginia Assembly combined certain pre-

vious acts and added an additional tax: on land, poll tax, slaves, horses,
cattle, carriages, billiard tables (an extremely ldgh tax of fU'teen

12Lgening 1 .2£•

~., VIII, 498-499.

SS
pcmicis), and oroinary licenses.

The presiding justices or the court.a

held 1n May and Novomber, annually were to give the act in charge to the
grand jury, and the clerk or the court was to furni.Bh the grand ju17

with a list or ta."<able property.
local justices.
~·

This list was to be instituted by the

125
From these acts concerning taxes and the problems which

faced them, it seems that many people resented paying them.

Theretore,

it became the job of grand juries to help see that o!.t'enders were held
down to a minimum.

However, this was not a solution to the problem.a.

Only time could even begin to solve tax problems !or even today they

still race us.

II. TOBACCO

Earlz

duties.

Among the most important special charges inad.e to

grand juries in Virginia were those concernod in one way or another with

tobacco.

At !1.rst grand juries were charged to ensure that Vir£1nia 1 s

greatest money crop was guaroed aga1nst deterioration through faulty
agriculturel, preparing, processing, packing, and shipping practices.

It

has already been shoim that as early as 1661 county grand juries were

charged. with duties

conce~

the tobacco crops.

126

Also, most or the

early duties concerned vith tobacco were designed to bring about the

l2Sib1d •• XI, 112-118.
126
Ib1d. 1 II, ll9-120.
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improvement of the quality or the tobacco raised in Virginia.

However,

one of the most important duties was centered around estimating the

value of tobacco so that a !air salary might be paid to certain members
127

ot the government and other officials.
that no member

or

A subsequent act provided

the General Court grand jury was to also hold a posi-

tion or run for election to a seat 1n the Assembly.

The grand jury was

swom to make the said estix!tate "honestly, impartially 1 and according to
the plain intention" of' this act.

In case

or disagreement

among the

grand jurors as to what a just estimate should be, the average estimate

was to be figured and this would be the amount settled upon.

1779• In October, 17791 because of' rising prices or

128
"all neces-

saries or lif'e" an act was passed authorizing the grand jury to estimate

prices at each General Coll.rt..

Rising prices had caused the original

estimate to be unfair and since no provision had been made for a
ible estimate nothing c:;ould be done about 1 t.

nex-

This new act was drawn up

to provide the fiexibility needed, !'or from this thle !orwa.rd the esti-

mate would be able to vaey with the current market prices.
Other positions af'fected.

129

Other positions and items were also

greatly at.t'ected by the grand juey•s tobacco estimate. 'When the !1rst

estimates were made to pay the Assemblymen, many people looked upon the
127
~- •

126

x,

~., p.

29.30.
104.

129
.
~-' pp. 137-138.
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estimate as being honest, .f'air,, and also impartial. 'l'heref'oJ:'.'t1 1 others
besides the Assembly began using the grand jury's estimates in their

dealings with tobacco.

As a i-esult, in addition to the public debt

being i-epaid according to the estimate, tobacco

i.nsp~ctors• fees,l30

ministers t Wlrriage fees, JJl and many others were all paid according to
grand jury estimates.

J;]Sl.

However, this method

became outmoded.

or paying

debts 'idth tobacoo soon

It had been a very poor currency anywa.y.

In Novernber,

1781, an aot was passed ordering tobacco fees for services to be discharged in trans.fer tobacco notes,, or in specie, at the rate or twelve
132
shillings and six pence for every hundred pounds of tobacco.
In 1781 the average price received ror tobacco was higher than at
any prior time in the history ot Virgini.a. It was over one hundred

times more valuable than it had been at any time prior iio 1777, except
!or sporadic nuetuations in prices.

In this year the price for tobacco

was twice as high as in 17801 the next highest year, and five times as
high as 1n 1779 1 the third highest year.

age price

or

At no other time did the aver-

tobacco even approach the prices paid during these three

years.l).3' Undoubtedly the Revolution may be given the credit tor this
unusually high price boom, for soon prices were again back to normal, a

l31zb1d., P• .362.
l.30

Ibid., P• 274.

132Ibid. P• 489.
1

-·

.

l3Jiterndon, !?E• ~·• PP• 46-h9.
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little higher maybe,. but far, far below the three peak years.134

The records of John Norton; a large Virginia and London merchant,
bear this outJ especially for the year 1781.·135 A wealth of information
can be found Within this book which concerns tobacco during the eighteenth centuey.136 These facts about the tobacco market have an important bearing on why the tobacco estimates made by the grand jury proved

to be unsatisfactory.

Certainly the grand jury•s price estimate had not

alva.ys met approval.

To cite one example; in 1781 a houaeolr.'ller in Rich•

mond requested that rent !or his house be paid for at the current Rich•
mond tobacco price, and not that set by the grand jury.137 This is not
to say, however, that the grand jur;r was at fault.
was rising rapidly.

The value ot tobacco

Fluctuations in the market trere rm.ich more severe

than at any previous time. No person, committee, or aeyone else could
have presented an accurate estimate that would have remained cur.rent.
It must be kept in mind that this method of estimates was originally intended to pay the Assembly £or a limited time only. Therefore,
it was not designed to endure. The perplexities ot dealing with tobacco

-

134Ibid., p. 49.
l35Frances Norton II.aeon (ed. )1 John Norton and Sons, Merchants of
London and Vi~': Being the Parers from tfieir CoUrit~ Rouse for ~

Years 17!36-!m. fu.clmiOnCic-nie Dietz 'Presa; 1937) 1
136
~., PP• 566-567.
l37cai •

.2! .!!•

State Pal'!rs. I, 456-457.

pp~L3-4ZiL.
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had been shown earlier 1n the Parson's Cause 1 l38 but no other road lay
open to Virginia at th.at time.

By 1781 though, other choices could be

made. Inflation, the more abundant specie during and after the Revolu•
t1on 1 and rapidly fluctuating prices tended to offset the necessity and
practicality

or

trading vith tobacco.

It had sinply outlived its use-

.t'uluess.
ill.

VOTIHG

Except on the rare occasions when Virginia•a General Assembly
created a now parish or allowed the parishioners to elect a new vestry
in the old parish, the election o! members ot the House or Burgesses was

the only occasion when Virginians could choose their own officials. The
chance to vote for their official representatives occas1onetl a great

social climate in Virgi11ia. People came .from miles around to vote and
a.t the same ti.me to pay visito to friends, and attend to business and
other matters. 139 It is quite hard to d1.stinguish which vas most impor-

tant to them.
All citizens were not granted the privilege
c;;ualitications of the voters and candidates were:

or the

franchise.

that he be a free

white male, twenty-one years of age,, who had owned one hundred acres
land not settled upon for the period or one year, or or tl·1enty-five

. l3B J. A. C. Chandler, Makers ot Vi~inia Historz (New Yorks
Silver, Burdett, and Co., 1904), pp.-r'67- 6tl.

lJ9
Morton,

~· ~.,

II, 718.

or

acres •vith house and plantation• 1n hi• po1eession or occupied by a
tenant, and located in the cou.nty vhera he TOte-iJ or in a town eetabliahed by the Aasttbly, tti. ovnerehip of a h"1H and a lot.

1.LO

Thrau.gh-

out the colonial. period there vas also a rel1.g1ou1 qual.1ticat1on.

Women,

or course, were not allCNed to Tote, and ind.1aA1 and negroes, tree or
alaTe, were d13trar.chised.

Those qunl.1.n.cntions 'Vere changed 'lery little

during the •1.&hteenth and earl.1 nineteenth centuriee.

Ul

Although t"•r.dous celobrotiona acco11pan1.o:1 eo.e •lect.1on1,
UJ17 Toten still tailed to attend and TOto.

tor this vu 011e

or

Th1s vu d1.ltrcaa1.ng neva,

the creat pr1T1.legezs vh1ch .,.e17 eligible Virginian

should ban exuciaed.

ure to Tote.

142

Hovner, there wro

~

:"Duma !or Ude

As usual, tranJport.Qt.ion, conm1n1C'"t1on, the t1Ae

and other !actors enter t.ho picture.

rail.-

elenent,

UntC. ti.ttcr roads could be built,

better communication uta.blbhod, &M a myriad or other racton SJ:lproTed,

matt.ens

quite di!ticult to control.

1f':)U].d be

1782•

In 178; tho grmd

holdere Vho did not

TOt.ee

importance and al.thc'Jlh
vro~,

this vu

~t

JU1'7 vu chuied to innstt.r.nte tree-

The TOte VIII P,vtD ito deSerTed place Of

fore~

a penson to TOte ni.eht. be considered

vu t.ald.ng pl.ace.

In October, 178), an act vu

1hO~., P• n9.

s. S]'dnor, Gcnt.l~n Tre.ehoH'!nU Political Pract.1.cea
1n auhinr;ton'a V1rd.nta (C~pol Ya:r, ll.c.s uro.;enit.,. or Horth
b-eos, h52)' p. 2d.
111Charles

r1n&

~ort.on, ~· ~., n, 721.

caro:
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passed requiring the sheriff or other officer, within ten days arter an
election

or delegates or senators to deliver to the clerk of the county

or corporation courts a poll of the qualified voters under his jurisdic-

tion. The clerk was to deliver a cow of this to the next session ot
the grand jury. The grand jury was to make presentments on all those
qualilied to vote, who had failed to do so.

before the grand jury a list

or

The sheriff wns also to la:;r

aµ landholders in the county. I£ a

landholder £ailed to vote. he might be fined "one fourth

or hie

portion

of all such levies and taxes as shall be assessed and levied in his

county the ensuing year."143 Thie act was still in effect as late as
1796 for in that year Chaney Gatewood, a resident ot King and Queen
County, was fined for not voting.
IV•

PTIPPLlNG HOUSES" AND OAHBLilKl

1779-TipPlinE: houses.
number

or

11'4

In October, 17791 it was decided that the

"tippling houses" had become a public nuisance "encouraging

idleness, drunkenees, and all manner

or Yice and

immorality.n Since

previous acts had proved to be inadequate, an act embracing more severe
penalties was passed at this time.
and the restraint

time.

or tippling

"An act for regulating ordinaries

houses" had been passed prior to this

The 1779 act simply increased. penalties and made provision for

chargi.llg the grand jury to present offeooers.

lh3

Hening 1 2.£•

.

~. 1

III, 120-122.

144cai. 2£ !.!• State fapers,

VIII, J82.
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l"or each of'f'ense a fine ot t1tt1 pounds was to be imposed; plus
the penalty from. the previous a.ct.

One half of this fine was to go to

the informer, and one half was to go to the Oo:mmomrealth.

Those con-

victed twice were to be committed to prison tor six months without pro•
vis1Qn ror bail. Grand juries were especially charged to see to the
ent•orcement of this act.145
Gamblin£•

By an act passed during the same session or the Assem-

bly, gambling was censored. This vice had reached truly alarming pro..

portions, according to the Assembly. There:t:ore> severe penal.ties seemed
to be in order !or o!':fense.s of this. nature.

Any person winning or losing

over five pounda 1n a twenty...foul" hour period nehall be rendered incap.
able of holding any public office, civil or military,n within Virginia
for a period ot two years.

ticed. Only those skilled

Thus small time gamblers were to go unnoo~

lucky enough to win over five pounds, or

unskilled or unlucky enough to lose five pounds were to be punished.
Only big-time gamblers were considered to be degrading society enough

to merit punishment.
In addition to the above punishment an offender was al.so liable

to pay a .fine o.r ten shillings ror every pound over rive which he won.

All gambling debts vere to be voided and passed on to the offender's
heir. Any person who bet on horses or games was to "be deemed an inf&•
lUOUS

gambler and ineligible f'or any office
l4t: .

"'Hening, .$?.• ~·, X1

145.

or

trust. or honor within

9.3
this state.n Any tavernkeeper allowing gambling in his establishment
was to lose his license and pay one hundred pounds to the informer.

The

grand jury was ordered to be especially watch.ful for these o!fenders and
to make presentments £or them.

1792.
and

146

An additional act concerning "regulation of' ordinaries,

restraint

or

tippling houses" was passed on December 26, 1792•

Under the provisions

or

this act justices

or

the county courts were to

set prices charged at the said establishments at least twice yearly.

The proprietors of the establishments were required to put up a list of
rates and prices tor all to see.

If this was not done as prescribed by

law, they were to be fined and had no ri.ght to demand pay for goods or

services. lfo taverns were to be opened unless a license was applied for
and issued,

Sunday.

There was to be no "more drinking than is necessary" on

Severe penalties were imposed for the breach

or

these provi-

sions and again the grand jury was charged to see that 'the1 were kept.1 47

These vices of drinking and gambling were big problems even in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

The laws mentioned above were

created in order to atop unfair prices, and to curb excessive drinking
and gambl1ng.

Presentments made by grand juries helped to accomplish

these ends.

l~bid. 1 PP• 205-207.

147

Shepherd, ~· ~· 1 I, 142·14).
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V.

RELIGION AFTER 1770

Even during the seventeent,;h century there had been religirus persecution in Virginia.

Governor Gooch had charged grand juries to pre-

sent "Presbyterians., Methodists and c.u

148

But religion had been more

or less free during the period 1760-1770. However, 1n July, 17711 a
dissenting minister was indicted for preaching "Contrary to law." 149
Governor Botetourt had died in Williamsburg on November 151 1770.

His death took the govemment ot George III by surprise, and it was

almost a year be!ore the king• s ministers could find a suitable replace-

ment.

Although Botetourt had been relatively light on dissenters, his

temporary successor, William Nelson, president

so. Like several

or

or

the Countil, was not

the other Countil members 1 Nelson

the aristocrats with hereditary wealth and position.
the demands o! the lower orders

or

WatJ

a leader or

These men feared

society more than they teared the

Crown of England. Nelson agreed with his fellow Councillors that V1rginia needed a strong State Church to help keep "troublesome elements 1n

their place.," and to put this program in rorce he ordered a renewal of

the persecution

or

dissenters.

The reinauguration
County in May of 1771.

148

or

thia program made itself' felt in Caroline

At this time John Young was brought bef'ore the

Howe, 2,.E• ~·• P•

149

150

88.

Virginia~· 21, ~· ~ fil:2., ~·
150Campbell, .!?.£• ill• pp. 211-213.
1

~·• XX 1 319.
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local court and charged with ttpreaching the gospel at Thomas Pitman's
contrary to law. n Here a grand jury heard the case first and a true
bill was round.

True bills were also found for members ot the congre-

gation 'Who were presented to the county court ror attending the service.
When arraigned, Young offered no defense and naclcnowledged that

he

preached the gospel at Thomas Pitman's to a number or people 1 not having
Episcopal ordination or being licensed as a dissenting preacher, contrary to the acts or Toleration." After deliberating the court decided
to imprison h1m until a tine was paid for his good behavior for one year
and one day.

The indictments against Young's congregation were quashed?- SL

It seems evident from the foregoing incidents that Virginia citizens were certainly not enjoying that trcedo.m or religion and speech for
which her history books claim they had come to America. to find.

Many

such cases were brought be!ore grand juries during this period.

Reli-

gion was a prime problem.

However, a movement was beginning to make

strides towards gaining rel.1.gious freedom, and separation of clrurch and

state.

Certain strides were made in this direction during the 1770 1s 1

but it was not until 1786 that the Virginia legislature passed the religiaus liberty statute, erasing the need for presentments against dissen152
te rs.
1 5lrbid.

152

o.

T. Barck, Jr., and H. T. Lefler, Colonial America (New
Co., 1956), PP• 671-672.
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The grand juries in Virgirda were. also charged with mieeellaneous

otheio special rutiea• .These cha:rge11 vary greatly in :importance. A
sampling

or these

By 176)

charges will now be shown.

the people of Fredericksburg tfere

~eeking

to find ways to

make their town a bette:r place in Whioh to iive, Winchester and Wil•

li8Dlsburg were striving to do the same thi:cg. . Therefore, the Assembly

passed certain regulations regarding these towns. Because or the danger

. ot fire ca-used by the erection ot

wooden chimneys tor houses, the Assem-

bly passed an act 1:n Haft 1763 1 ou·Uawing all Su.ch chimneys..

At the

same time they determined that it would be unlawi\ll tor the owners of

goats and hogs to el.loll these animals to roma the streeu e.t will. · Any
animal all.owed to run loose within the cit.y limits would cause-a fine to
be 1.innosed upon its owner.

month p$:r animal.

'this tine· consisted

ot one shilling. per

The nne tor haVing wooden Chimneys was aet at five

shillings. Grand jUries were charged to present offenders tor these•.
ottenses.1'3
Virginia had its problems with. game management . also. Most people
viev eighteenth century Virginia as teeming with wild game.

However,

this was not al"Gta7s th&; case, In 1772 deep snows fell in Virginia.
causing deer to yard up 1n sheltel"EJd areas.

This presented a perfect

opportunity tor·hunters with deer dogs ·to stage very rewarding hunts.

1S3 .·

·

. ·

.

.· .

Hening 1 ,22• c1t. 1 VII, 651·652.

So i-evarding tbe:b they were Virtually slaughtering the deer herds, and
threatening the whole deer herd with extinction.1 '4 It was not uncommon

to find eight or ten deer hanging up ina hunter•s emokehOtlee at one

time.lSS Thereto:re, a t1ft1 shill1ng fine was placed upon all those
.

1,6

found guilty ot 1dl.ling a deer in the snow by act of February, 1772. ·

Surveyors not pertorming their du.ties wei-e to be presented by an
.
.
.
1$7
.
act ot October, 1779• · !reason cases were also charged to the grand
juries by aet ot October. 1786 and also justices could be presented tor
allowing

"any road, bridge, cause:r, or mill dam" to be found out ot

.repair.l$B Rioters and participants in routs and unlawful assenibltea
1
could also be· presented. $9
Theretore, 1t.canbe seen that a great variety of charges were
made to the grand jurie£J. · ThetSe added more responsibilitiee 1 and more

dependence upon the system.

Nov a variety or presentments made b7 grand juries ot this period

will be shown. It does not seem necessary to show a large number ot

98
these, bu.t there are

~

on the records. Instead an effort baa been

made to choose representative present.manta from ditterent areu of the
state.

Variolls cases tar dit'terent crilaes between 1781 and 1796 show tho
var1et7 ot cases presented b7 grand juriea. On Ncmmber 61 1781, the
grand jurJ of Rockbridge County preaented Colonel John Bowyer tor pre-

venting men tram going on a militia tour of dut7 vben lavtull.7 called.
Also, Captain John Paxton was presented tor ottering to make bets 1n
pnblio oompan;r that Cornvallia vould make h1a eeoape or go vbere he
pleased 1Chenever be wanted.

160

In

1789 a grand

jUl'J' acquitted John

Whitney, who was accused of counterteiting and passing United States
161
eocuritiu.
In 1793 freeholders ot t'.ecklanburg Count7 muabering tive bu.ndred
and

ten were presented

by the grand. j\11"1

tor tailing to vote. In a

petition to the governor and Councll asking that their ti.nee be cancelled,
Jll&D7

ot these treeholders claimed that they "nre

their Honea ao

particular~ em~ they

vithout manifest

inJU17 to their cropa. •

e1~

themselves or

could not attend the Election

1.62

In 179.3 Richard Pearl received prasent.ment tran the

gram

jUJ7

ot

Prince F.dvard County tor ateaiu. •one Joint ot Bacon, a quantit1 ot
l.60
Preas,

V~nia

Inc.,
161

£!!•

16

S5farlne ot Hiatoq -& B1.ograpl1z (Richmonds The Diets

94=1' ), XVII; L39.

~

2xh1d.,
-

!!•

VI I

St.ate Papers, IV,

lal.9.

62S.

nour ot

soap and

the value

or

ten ah1lJ1ngs."

He

was subsequentl.7 sen-

163 In the aar.l8 J'Bar John Bullitt

tenced to be hanged tor this cr.ble.

received a presentment i'raia the Staunton grand ju17 tor horse stealing.
He also wu later eentenced to be hanged.

164

Among presentments made in West.moreland Count1 in

tor not keeping a sutn.cient

~over

treapaa!d.ng, debt, and gambling.

165

1796 were cues

a mill, tor tearing down a fence,

From the aboVe 1ntomotion, it 18

quite evident that the gram jury vu a 1'mctioning part of the jud.io1Al

911!1tem, am entered into almost all phaaee or crime and of.tenses.
VIII.

SUMMARY

Special charges came to be a regular means tor eapha81siqr the
importance given to certain crimes.

In general these charges concerned

the crimes regarded as most important

117

the

.Aeeemb17. From

the wide

nriety ot subjects treated, there 111st haft been a general reeling that
the grand jury vu a vortlnrhile &J'Btaa.

163
Ib1d., pp. Sl.9-520.

-4xb1d., PP• so1-soa.

16

l.6"rbe wn11Blll and ~ Quarterg (1),
Shopperson-;-1"692-1919 );-Il;-n..,;j4.
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CHAPrER XI

WEAKNESSES OF THE GRAND JURY IN VImINIA

There were maey weaknesses inherent 1n the grand jul'1 system.

Perhaps the earliest threat to its success was the apparent lack ot contidence exhibitod by the county courts. However, the act o! 1677 1 lev;y..
ing .tines for "lihe omission ot the county court.a• appointing a grand jury,
gradually overcame this feeling.

Since this weakness has already been

discussed, it will not be mentioned again at this time.
Many othe5r weaknesses were acquired and overccne as well as could

be expected.

W~

v1ll now discusa some ot the most important or these

weaknesses 1 keeping 1n mind that each or them could seriously hamper an
individual county grand jury1 or the system u a whole.
I.

NON-ATmDAlmE

It hu al.ready been pointed out. that tines were brought into
being

to overccne absences .t'roJll grand jury neetings. Those tines were

used as a mana to encoorage citizens to heed the county courts 1 summons

to appear tor grand j1117 duty. Absence

1'rom jul'1 duty vas probably one

or the major probl81'1l8 facing the system at f'irst 1 and was a predominant
problem as 1at9 as 1800.

Men often seamed reluctant to aene on grand juries.

have beG the result of their failure

to

This may

renl1ze the important ot this

body1 but the real reason was probably a coab1nat1on or factors.

monetary reward was offered for serving in this capacity.

No

They had no

101
intentiYe to give up valuable time in oxder to serve. As :1s well knawn,
nt0$t

of Virginta•s <:itizene were uneducated at this time, and

1~

is

quite understandable that thq tnigb.t be averae to giving up 8Jl1 of their
somewhat limited time to serve a more or leis public f'lmction.

Pcor

commu:r.d.cationi and t:rans1:iortation fae1lltie$ did not help matters at

all, just att terms or court often fell.during the planting and hal'Yesttng season$; thutl making it difficult for a tamer to find spare time.

Atrf person who has ever li.v•d on a ta.rm.
to be had planting and harvesting are

real.11es that if

~wo

a good crop is

items that will not wait until

later.
'.E'fen though laws were passed placing fines upon those failing to

attend• absences continned. Failure to heed a sumons for grand jury
dut1 resulted in a fine; bu.t it due cause could be shown for an absence

such aa 1gnorane&1 a jUNr cwld be released after pnying all officers
fees.

166 HOW'eV'er, once a fine bad been eet

re?n.ission or the tine had to

COI:l.e

by the county courts,, ~

from the govemor. Many citizens

wrote letters to the governor asking that their .f'inert be withdrawn, and
it is !raa these letters that we tind. most. ot the 1n:::"orm.ation concerning

absences.
Excuses for failure to attend the courts for gram j1U7 duty were
varied, some worthT. others seemingly not so. A sampling of these
excuses follows.

In 1783 a tom.er magistrate sotight to have his fine

l66iienrico County Reccrds 1 1678-169.3 1 PP• 83-84.
: :-:.,·

'
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suspended because of' a crippling disease.

167

Another in 178.S sought the

same thing, claiming that he had been traveling tram Philadelphia and
166
was therefore unable to attend.
In 1790 a man cl.a1med. his Stlmmons
had been illegaJ..

169 In 1792 another claimed he had found a substitute

who lived mch closer to the court than he did.

The sherit£ who had

summoned the petitiioner had agreed to summon the substitute 1natead1 or
so the petitioner said. This substitute had failed to appear and now..
•, man wished to' have t he fine placed upon the substitute.
' 170
the origin....
In 1793 a man failed to attend the grand .1UIT tor a district

court1 thinking that since he was an overseer ot a highway he would,
there1"ore 1 be ineligible.

From the number

171 Other excuses vere offered as well.

or

excuses sent to.the governors in these peti-

tions for remission of fines, the number of absences nuat have been
large. The county records certainly bear thiS out.
tion~

and the county court records 1 we

ll'lUSt

verr

From these peti•

assume that increased

enforcement of the regulations was being initiated b7 the county courts.
Therefore, the system was finding a firm footing.

167

. ~· _2! !!• State Papers 1 III, 46).
168
.

-

Ibid.,, IV,

169

'

S1•

v, lhS-146.
-Ibid.,. VI,
63.
1'1lrbid., P• 49$.
Ibid.,

170

10)

Another weakness o! the system was found in ~ localitie1 where

the upper class d1d not wish to serve on the grand

jury. Because ot

'their wealth and ·influence they could ensure that they would not be

called to serve on the

g~d.

juries. This seems a shame tor surely

their power and ability could have aided greatly in crime inVestigation

as well a.s 1n other respects. In Caroline County, grand jurors

t:rom the

upper classes were infrequent. 1hey considered tt beneath their dignit7

and duty to sernt in ih11 capacit1 and. only did

6()

under extreme circum-

stances. Only one fa:rd.ly1 the 'faliferros, of the ruling class took an
activ.it part in grand juey functions.

This family served on twelw panels.

Also it might be added that the same i"tamllies served again and again on

the grand juries ot Caroline Oounty.172 It is easy to see that this condition might have been conducive 'to bias and unfait practices, but on

the other hand a very select and ati\bitious grand jury could have been
the result in tlla?\Y instanoes, a group dedi.cated to justfiee no matter the

social statu$ of the individual brought bef'ore it. However, not all
counties had this problem. Henrico County, for instance, had many substantial and respected citizens serving, on its panel•.173

III. METHOD OF SELECTlON
Still another weakness inherent in Virginia's grand

jury

172

T. E. Campbell, $?• cit., PP• 355-3$6.

173The William ,!!!2

~

Quarterlz, S?•

~·,

mv,

280.

system
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was the lack or a provision ror the method a sherl.f'f was to use in
selecting twenty.four freeholders.
desired.

He could choose any freeholder he

True, the county court bad the !inal word in the selection but

the sherii'f held a great deal or power there.

The county court also was

not governed by law in its selection of' at least tirteen of those summoned by the sheriff to compose a panel,

In Massachusetts the inhabi•

tants of the counties elected two men in place or a grand jury at this
time. Among other reasons, this was done because of a sparse population
and was later changed when the cOu.nt;y co~ and a grand jury system was

begun, but elections tor members ot grand juries vere still held. l7h
This method ot selection seems to be more inclined to choose honest and
trustworthy individuals from the people's viewpoint.

This would also

tend to do away with favorl.tism towards the wealthy upper classes and to
prevent biased and stacked panels. The Virginia s:ystem depended too

J1111Ch

upon the integrity or sheriffs and county courts and also those chosen to

serve on the panels. This is not to sa:y that all sheriffs and county
courts were dishonest and would all choose jurors who would cater to
their desires and wishes.

However, this could occur more easily than i f

elections or more democratic methods had been provided.

Perhaps many

stacked juries were chosen (at least one seems to have been and will be
discussed later) 1 but they must have been f'airly honest for the most
part. Otherwise the growing responsibilities and duties o! grand juries

174Joseph 11.

Smith (ed.), Colonial Justice 1n Western Massachu-

setts, 1639•1702 (Cambridge, Mass.s Harvara'. Univ. Preas, l9bl) 1 PP• 130-

134: - -

during this period would not have taken place.,
IV.

OPlMION !iOT FIN..U.

The purpose 0£ this- paper is certainly not to set the grand jury

up as

BJ\

au.

powori\11 body. As. tho

~dminiStra tion

of justice increased

in other i"ields 1 so the grand

jurios• duties and powers,

limitations, also 1.nOreased.

lk>WVGl't

as well as

we must always keep in mind that

a grand jury was eertainl)" not thtt final authority in criminal or in

other cases.

It remai..'ted an inquiring: body, not a trying one. There•

fore, indictment wi.t.hout evidence
grand jury mueh.

wo~d

not have gained a disho®st

Tbs po1'-er ot a grand ·jury to f'ail to find a true bill,

when su:t"ficitmt evi.dence was preaented,, was the real probbm 1! d1shonest7 was one of a grand juryts waaknesses.,

Even in th1e

·~hough

jury's d$Cieion was not final. Edmund Randolph, in reply

tt)

a grand

a letter

trom the Governor ot Virginia on April h, 1782, wrote:
I may venture to assert without danger of confutation that an
examination ar.d acquittal before a single magistrate is not a bar
to a 8$Cond proseeuti~n. • • • However an acquitta1 b7 one exami•
n1ng coo.rt ia: a good plea at. bar but on the other hand it is
notorioue: that lthen a grand j\n"l finds a bill fnot true• the su.s..
pected · pe:roon may be again dratm into question at a i'Uturo da.y. l 7$
Thus !ailt1re to !ind a tttme bill» did not

nl~'1lys

ensure that the sue-

pected person oould not be tried again at a later date.

Therefore, even

with the great power intrusted to the grand jury we find that its

a.uth<irity was no~ final.

It was simply a body designed to protect the

106

innooent trom: a ju17 trial, not to protect the guilty .trom a fUtur&
trial.
V•

JUSTICES VOICING OPI!UON

Justices could also -bun the system by giving an unwarrant.ed
opinion to a grand. jury or other jury. In a.n essay entitlod

-·~

Thoughts on Juries" the essayist warns jurists not; to be swayed

by

the

judge and his opinion, 8 .for a jury are the Sole judges whether a Deten-..
.
176
dant be, or be not, guilty of the Offenses laid to his Charge.n
Apparently judges had been giVi:ng opinions and therefore in!lu.enoing

juries. the essayist certainly disapproved.
VI.

or this.

USE OF GRAND JURI POSITION IN roLJ:TlGS

:!!£ainst Governor

~ffitswood.

In some instances grand juries used

theil' positions in unfair political practioes. One such instance is

recorded in a letter from Governor Spotswood to an tinknown recipient who
had interoeded .t<>r him with. the- board 0£ trade.

In this letter he makes

mention that a eel"tain select grand jury of *'officers and persons under

very particular Obligations .and Expeotancys • • • 11 had been traveling
throughout several cou.ntiear •.from house to house to erigage men • • • by

177 Their purpose

threats and promises • • • " to serve their purposes. ·

was to discredit Spotswood in some way not made clear in the letter.

176"Virgin1a Gazette," July 22 1 1773•
177toe""Ludwell Papers• Virginia. Historical Soc1ety Libracy.

Nenrtheless, their pqsit:Lon,

a0

a

g~up•

was being used to in.t'luence

their. own ends. This could easily be done b;r threat of' .talse G'fidence

or the promise of withholding evidenee.
For Governor s29tmrood. Sp<ttswood also had reason to thank a
grand jury tor its support.
to

Aro-.md 1719 the Virginia Assembly ref\tsed

pass certain mea$Uree recommended by the go-vernor and transmit.ted an

address to tbe King, prar...ng that

t~

instru.otions which required that

no acts should be passed artecting British coml!l.9rce or navigation with-

out a clause of suspension should be rescinded. .They uso oom.plttined.
that the

gov~rnor

was attempting to subvert the charter •Etreements. One

writer seems to feel that the domineering ambit:!On or the Council was

long the fruittul

•ou~e

or mischiefs to Virginia, and it is on thie

account that many or the complaints and.accusations against the gover..
nors are to be received 'tt.i.th many' grains of salt. The twelve member•
of the Council were members ot the Assembly, judges i."l the
. highest
caur1;1 a.nd held command or militia as county limtenQ!lts. 178
made
.

this

it quite quite easy tor them to :rush a letter to the king through the
HQttse

ot

Burgesses betor$ he c::au.ght Wind

ot it.

However, Spotswood

wu

not eanght napping and immediatel:r used· the ·address or a grand jury1 in
a letter to the Lords of Trade, to explain his position.

He stated that

the grand jury was composed ot "21 ot the Principal Gent-•n of the Coun•
tr,yn and since they supported. hil-n; be

was doing his duty'. He also

8
l7 charles Campbell•. Histott of the

Colany and Ancient Do.nrl.n1on

ot Vi!Jinill (Philadelphia: J. B. ipPfncott an inC1Co. 1 18615) 1 · pp. j§B-

452.

""'

.

. .
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suggested that 0 some of them (members of the House ot Burgesses) disown
the part they bad in it" (meaning the letter to the King).179
However, this was not the end ot the matter for the Hause of Burgesses wrote a paper in reply to the grand jury's effort "to expose and
Vilify the Rouse or IW-gesse19 in Virginia, And to contront theirAddrese
to his Majesty with a Counter-Address of the Grand Juey of that Country.tt
In this paper the House

ot Burgesses implies that the grand jury

approved erry opinion of the governor because he was responsible for
their appointment.180 No matter what the statements ude in this address,
Campbell's evidence seems to itdicate that the nous& was fighting a
losing battle. The grand ju17 had virtually come to Spotswood' s reseue.

This instance may also be used to point out.the fact t.hat many people
disapproved ot the appointment

or grand

jurors, ro:r this 1'8.$ a criticism

made by the House 0£ Burgesses.

VII. FAILURE TO SCREEN THOSE APPOINTED
Even though the laws regarding grand juries were quite speci!io
in that only f'reeholdet'S were eligible for grand jUX7 service• some mem•

bers were tound to be lacking in this qualification. On lfovember 31
1740, the Governor•s Council took under its consideration the case of

l79The Official Letters ot Alexander Spotswood, Lieutenant Gov•
ernor ot the
of Vlii'ii'iiaTl?1tl....1722 (lachm.oiidt Vlrgliiia' H!Storl.cal

~ocietY,

jOlonz

PP• ~o-)21. . .
. .
.
..
..
.
180 .. ·
·
The Va. MaP. of' Hist,. & Bio. • on. cit. 1 XXII1 Llo-Ll.6,. and
IXIl:I, 66-fl: - ~ ·- - - , .::s. -

lBB2 ;
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several 9rlminals who had been indicted by a gra.nti jury which had a mem-

ber who was not a freeholder.

Upon the discover;; or this· fact, the

court assigned lawyers to the case to notify and ad.Vise the convicted
men of this tact and its ramificatiolU'i.
with their Council, and
Sencible

or

be~

rt.And alter having Conferred

given to understand that the Court was

the advantage the7 might take

or

this accident, they were

brought to the Bar and waved taking arr.r Exception to the Proceedings•• •"
Instead they placed t.hemsolves upon the mercy of the court.

The Gover.

nor' s Council toole: not.e of this and adv.Leed the Governor to pardon them.161
We thul!l find another weakness which shows the lack ot care used by the

courts in selecting grand jury men.
VIII.

smwucr

These weaknesses were all very important in determining the sue•
cess of' the grand ju17 system in Virginia,

Each had to be overcOJM!, or

at least controlled 1£ the system wre to function property. By 1800
most

or

these problems wore still present. Some had been brought under

somewhat limited control, but they were to remain tor quite some time.
l8L

~· Journals,

.2£•

~., v~

:31.

CHAPTER XII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
By

1600 the crand jury systom had developed greatly' in Virginia.

Its position bad been quite weak at first, even so weak as to be done
a.way with.

The act o!' 1677, which placed fines upon thoso not carrying

out the act a concerning grand juries, probably helped as lnUCh as &lJ3'

other .factor to ensure the system a more stable tooting.

Because ot

this act the latter part ot the seventeenth century Jllarks an important
turning

poin-t tor the system. After this -time the system. developed

steadily.

The eighteenth century was

the

time or greatest improvement.

?-'..any- regulations were made into law and m;my new duties and responsi-

bilities wore added to the growing list
many

or

the grand juey.

However,

regulations were still left to custa:i am a later generation.

Maey

weaknesses vere still to be found du.ring this period, but strides were
being made to

overcom~

them.

The position or the grarxl jury bad come to be more am more
respected by Virginia's citizens.

the governor.

was,

Its position had been relied upon b;y

"Tue relation borne to the county court by the

or

gram j1117

view, more important than that borne to it by
the sheri!f', constable, and coroner combined."182 This can be said,
from some points

182
Bruce, op. cit., I, 608.

lll
since it.if ·duties were often similar and many times the s&lm.e as ··these

Officialst.
The grand jury served. in an important 1nqu1sitoria1 oapaeit.y. It

was one or

t.h&

citizens• chief' means of investigating the eonduet

public otfi.cers and
operated.

detel't1l1ning

or

whether or not tha offices were properly

183

During thi$ pe:r:t.od the county court acted as a court of inquiry
in

serioua of.tenses. It cQUld mete out severe puniebment to slaves,

but serious er.tmes conmitted by freeholders had to be tried betore the

General Court. fheref'ore, the county grand juries had little to say in

these

CQos 1

~

except; to forward their findings to Williamsburg.
the eighteenth centur.r th$. General

Court begu ·its most

important development. By 1800 its gnnd jury had served in

V&X'1

tant tunctiona such as est1tnat1ng tobacco prices.

other

These and

impor-·

duties made it a ver, important body. Alno, district caurts developed.
during the 1790's to till in the gap created by distance and time elements.

The grand juries for these bodies performed the same duties· as

those of the General Court.
By 1800 the grand jur.r had b&oome .quite useful in the Virginia

court system•

In a land where many people lived in rural areas, public

otticials could not be delegated to enforce the lav in f!Neey little
18
3J. S, Young, J. s. Manningt and J. I.· Arnoldl Government of
~ American Peofl~ (Dostom D, C. Heath and Oo. i 1947J 1 P• ).
-

112
f~

area. Therefore, 1ii this

case

the grand jUl7 was given more or

less police powers and helped to replace the lack or this

law. Ot courses crime

am of'

cont~ed and th.e eyo~eM Sur£ered .from

the

many

inherent weaknesses and growing pains, but it was an improvement over no
enforcement agency·at all.
The grand

juey system must' have

been well thought or for it was

included in the United States Constitution. In this doC\Jm'Jnt we find
that ttNo person shall be held to answer !or a capital or otherwise inta-

mous crime uill.ess. an the presentment ·or indictment ot a grand juryi

except in cases arising 1n thb land or naval forces, 'or in the militia,
'
184
11

when in actua1 service, in tilne or var, or public dariger.

Although

this proVtded tor a grMd juey only in serious cases, Virginia's early
l_a~'

prOVided that grand juries could operate in minor oasos" alao.-

One tinal. conclusion can be used to sum up the entire system
fairly adequately.· In eoma areaE: th~ system worked well, in othe~ iess

so.

A good grand jury system more or less depended upon the individual.

courts

tants

ai~i

gr.and juries J nnd a good system was determined by the inhabi-

of ·a local1t7 cooperatin~ tdth the county court.

If this was not

done, the syl;Jtem was undoubtedly a failure.
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